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Introduction
In her 1988 novel The Bean Trees, Barbara Kingsolver
focuses on Taylor Greer's quest for independence and self
discovery.

Searching for a new identity and a more promising

life, Taylor heads West, leaving her single mother, Alice,
and her hometown of Pittman County, Kentucky, to escape a
cycle of economic poverty and prejudice against women.

On

her geographical and personal journey, Taylor, whose
relationships are kindled by chance encounters with women who
eventually define her new

"family," develops from an

individual primarily interested in her own independence,
growth, and fulfillment into one concerned for others.
While at a rest stop, an unknown woman abandons a child
in Taylor's car.

Due to the child's inability to communicate

and her strong clinging grip, Taylor names her Turtle.

When

her car later breaks down, Taylor meets Mattie (a garage
owner and aide to illegal aliens), for whom she eventually
works and from whom she seeks advice.

Attempting to

establish a place to live, Taylor meets and moves in with Lou
Ann, a young mother who chose not to follow her husband's
search for a rodeo career; both women provide moral support
and encouragement for the other.

Taylor forms unique bonds

with each of these three females (even adopting Turtle), all
of whom influence the others' lives and ·decisions.

Each,

especially Taylor, learns not only how life can thrive in
otherwise hopeless situations but also how her identity

relates to others.

Through these unions, Taylor's initial,
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selfish concerns evolve into a recognition of the need for
interdependence as each woman, as it were, fertilizes and
feeds off the others to sustain herself.

Acting and reacting

to nature, Taylor begins to discover the cycle of life,
death, and rebirth and how mankind fits into it.

The fact

that Taylor's important relationships involve only women
(with the exception of Estevan, an illegal alien to whom she
grows attached and for whom she helps) stems from her
fatherless upbringing and from the fact that women are the
most important, influential, and trusted people in her life.
Other than Estevan, Kingsolver's portrayal of insensitive and
cruel men and their failed male-female relationships
emphasize the significant female relationships.
Significant female relationships and the cycle of birth
and rebirth remain important ideas as Kingsolver continues
this story in the 1993 sequel Pigs in Heaven.

The later

novel unfolds three years after Taylor adopts Turtle.

Taylor

has achieved stability: she has a close, trusting
relationship with Turtle, to whom she has become a complete
she continues her job at Mattie's; and, she has a
mother;
I
boyfriend with whom she is happy •. This stability, however,
soon turns to chaos as Taylor attempts to preserve the
lifestyle she has come to love.

Turtle, as the sole

observer of a freak accident at Hoover Dam, appears on the
Oprah Winfrey show, and when a lawyer concerned with the
Indian Child Welfare Act sees the interview and learns the
circumstances surrounding the adoption, which is illegal, she

insists Turtle be returned to a Cherokee family.
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Taylor once

again flees her hometown (now Tucson, Arizona), but this time
her action is not to discover something new or to escape a
situation, but to save the most important factor in her life
and family, her daughter, and to maintain the stability she
has worked so hard to establish.

Taylor now heads north, and

eventually east, returning to areas she originally fled in
The Bean Trees, a movement that reemphasizes the importance
of cycles in these works.
Though these travels reveal Taylor's fear of losing
Turtle, she eventually returns east to face the lawyer.

As a

result, Taylor comes to understand her heritage, actually
rooted in the Cherokee Nation, which allows her knowledge of
family to expand even more.

On this haphazard journey,

Taylor continues to meet additional women, who represent
facets of society and who challenge Taylor to reevaluate
herself, her relationships with others, and her world.

By

the end of this novel, Taylor finds an even larger family,
the Cherokee, truly linked to her heritage, and she discovers
a better understanding of individual continuity.

Kingsolver

even suggests Turtle's own initial understanding of her
identity and reemphasizes the cycle of life in this work, not
only through Taylor's and Turtle's lives but also by weaving
Alice (Taylor's mother) into the conflict as she helps her
daughter maintain and recover family.

Through the

progressive cycle of life, death, and rebirth, Kingsolver
suggests that Taylor's understanding both of herself and her
family expands simultaneously.
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Kingsolver's idea of family originates from her

upbringing in a small, Eastern Kentucky town and her eventual
move West, both of which parallel Taylor's own adventures and
beliefs.

Like her protagonist, Kingsolver, who grew up in

eastern Kentucky with a traditional family, presumes that
life in stagnant, rural towns confines and traps women.
Similar to Taylor, Kingsolver did not have any boyfriends
growing up and did not date.

This lack of experience in

establishing male relationships early in adulthood helps to
explain Kingsolver's fictional portrayal of strong, nurturing
female unions.

The increase in the number of single mothers

and the portrayal of their struggles in the media and fiction
in the 1980s anticipate Kingsolver's depiction of the
changing definition of the American family.

By 1980 the

family and its defining characteristics had become less
traditional, making close family connections more difficult
to maintain.

In addition, the lack of these ties caused many

people to search for a link to their heritage, as Taylor
discovers in Pigs in Heaven.
Like Taylor, Kingsolver's family heritage was important
and helped to stabilize her, though her definition of it
differs.

Born in 1955, a time when the American family was

close, cooperative, and sharing, she now continues to hold_
the strong sense of family (traditional or nontraditional)
that her parents and relatives established for her.

The

evolving American family and Kingsolver's assertion of the
importance of family unity play a significant role in her
works.

Kingsolver believes that leaving her small hometown
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and transplanting herself in a city made her family ties more
difficult to maintain (and continues to do so); as a result,
she involves Taylor on an identity quest (in which she also
discovers a n·ontraditional family) to illustrate this
dilemma.

Leaving an environment and choosing a lifestyle and

family (community) are fortunate, not tragic, which help
Kingsolver show that the dissolution of the American family
is opportune for women making choices for themselves and
children.

She does not depict, in other words, single

motherhood as an American tragedy, but as an attractive
alternative for women seeking to find stability and happiness
away from a troubled home or relationship.

Portraying

through Taylor a successful, nontraditional family,
Kingsolver suggests in The Bean Trees and Pigs in Heaven the
importance of close family (community) ties, and she
manifests her understanding of American sociological factors
in her short stories, as well.
Kingsolver's views of women, men, and family stem from
her upbringing and experiences during the past four decades.
Born in the 1950's, when America's families were clearly
defined as a father who worked, a mother who stayed at home,
and chiidren who were quietly obedient, Kingsolver grew up
watching the gender roles of both women and men, as well as
the nature of family itself, change dramatically.

With the

progress in education and personal freedoms, Kingsolver saw
women and minorities become more liberated, children become
less independent and more defiantly outspoken, and family
unity fragment as its definition blurred.

The traditional
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family and the stereotypical roles of women and children she
experienced in the 1950's altered significantly over the next
three decades.

These Fifties roles reflected the effects of

post-World War II on the nation.
Seeing World war II end with the explosion of the first
atomic bombs and communism become a worldwide threat moved
Americans to adopt a social conformity and to unite under the
fear of totalitarian police states, thereby emphasizing the
family and giving people "a sense of place and identity"
(Miller and Nowak 11-14).
in 1950 for perjury,

Following Alger Hiss's conviction

Joseph McCarthy capitalized on

America's fear, taking advantage of Cold-War America and
turning its worries about communism into his ticket for
reelection.

McCarthy's actions and the public's reactions

regarding communism's threat demonst�ated the depth of
American anxiety.

Emotionally insecure, America now sought

safety and unity through "conformity, the search for
security, the sizable return of religion, [and] the
celebration of the middle-class virtues" (Miller and Nowak
38-39).

As after any significant social unrest, the family,

attempting to avoid again being caught in political and
social concerns (i.e. World War II), turned inward in an
effort to strengthen itself; statistics show more stability
in families during the Fifties than in the Eighties (Kellogg
and Mintz 178), though they are based on traditional
families.

Researchers define this stability in terms of

women staying at home in wife/mother roles, fathers acting as
breadwinners, and divorce rates remaining low.

Men,
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continuing to assume the role of provider and wanting to gain
a sense of belonging, sought advanced technological jobs in
corporate positions that established more social organization
by providing clear guidelines for those who wanted to fit
into the "social machine" and function easily (Miller and
Nowak 127-8).
In its portrayal of the American family, television
became another influential factor.

Reports show that in

1950, 26.4% of Americans owned a television, while in 1956,
81% did (Diggins 186).

Television's increasing popularity

resulted in shows depicting the ideal American family, such
as "Ozzie and Harriet" and "Leave it to Beaver," and
marketers capitalized by introducing the TV dinner, which
diminished the family's "genuine contact" with previous
generations by eliminating conversation and interaction
(Miller and Nowak 350-1).

Television programs during the

Fifties tended to exaggerate and simplify family life through
a stereotypical portrayal of men, women, and children that
allowed Americans to escape controversial issues and to
convey that the decade was a healthy, exuberant time for
families.

In actuality, however, men, women, and children

were trapped in socially established roles governing the
home, workplace, and school; women and children were affected
most by these �•guidelines."

The threat of communism,

popularity of television, and American economic success
contributed to society's need for conformity (evident in
defined social roles), conservative clothing trends (men in
tailored suits and women in long skirts), and prescribed

gender roles.

This social conformity allowed Americans to
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cope with and to resist their fears, though it did not always
produce positive effects.

Diggins comments that "in the

fifties the pressures of society . • • dictated the conduct
of life" (207).

Women did not choose to pursue the lives of

the wives and mothers depicted on television, nor were they
as happy as television characters in their subservient roles.
Moreover, they did not choose to limit their place in the
working world in order to assume the role of wife and mother;
society did.
With the end of World War II, women, who held jobs to
support the war movement or to help their family financially,
returned to "managing a home in the suburbs and raising a
family," a change that soon "became the goal of most women
during the 1950's" (Kellogg and Mintz 177-8).

Miller and

Nowak comment that "women tried to live up to their role in
the world" as wives and mothers.

Realizing social pressures

opposed their working outside the home, women had little
choice but to accept the social influences that dictated it.
The impact of Freud's studies about human sexuality led women
to believe the "most efficient proof of one's femininity was
to bear a child" (Kellogg and Mintz 155).

In addition,

Kellogg and Mintz note how Dr. Benjamin Spock, the major
influence on child care during the Fifties, strongly voiced
his belief that

"'mothers should devote themselves full-time

to child rearing,'" a

"'reiteration of many unspoken

American ideas that left mothers at home instead of pursuing
a higher education or a career'" (155).

These beliefs shaped

women into the wives and mothers society ordered.

Child-
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rearing became their occupation as mothers tried to follow
Dr. Spock's advice that the

11

'key to successful child rearing

was a mother's love'" (Kellogg and Mintz 187-88).

The

importance of mother-child relationships also contributed to
the entrapment of women in the home by preventing them from
pursuing educations and careers.

Women, however, were not

the only ones caught in societal roles.
Children absorbed the changes and beliefs dominating
society during the 1950's and would later use the 1960's and
1970's to revolt against them, though some influential
rebellion came during the Fifties through Elvis' provocative
music and James Dean's "tough-guy" appearance.

Growing up

during the Fifties forced children to adopt societal roles.
Millions of children remained fixed in societal roles to
please their parents, just as millions of women devoted their
lives to the wife and mother roles, and millions of men found
themselves in disagreeable occupations in order to support
their families (Miller and Nowak 272).

Learning to become

part of a group was necessary, and Miller and Nowak comment
that "homes, churches, and schools taught them [youth] that
adjustment to the group was essential" (130).

The youth

experienced "progressive education," which treated them as
"unique beings.rather than imperfect adults," though
instructed them to follow the mainstream (270).

Despite such

treatment as "unique beings," youth were still expected to
conform; on the surface they did conform through conservative
dress and obedience, though they complained as adults became

increasingly angry at the "unproductive, demanding young."
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Along with this conformity, youth still felt adult pressures;
girls saw security as marriage and children, and boys saw it
as a corporate job and family (Miller and Nowak 271-275).
These hidden pressures would eventually lead the
children raised during the Fifties into a revolt against
societal norms during the following decades.

Kingsolver

displays this revolt, though set during the Eighties, as
Taylor takes the initiative to leave her hometown and venture
West.

Although Taylor does not flee from a traditional

family, she wants to escape the poverty, spousal abuse, early
pregnancy, and limited opportunities that forecast her
future.

Despite her lack of money and unreliable car, she is

willing to accept the risks rather than face a hopeless
future in Kentucky.

Likewise, Fifties children moved away

from controlling authorities and established environments
with which they were more comfortable, and they became the
revolting teenagers of the Sixties and Seventies.
The reality of role-playing during the 1950's resulted
in family members, especially women and children, resenting
their lives.

Many women were unhappy at home and often

became alcoholic, depressed, or physically ill as a result of
their miserable circumstances (Miller and Nowak 174).

Alice,

Taylor's mother, demonstrates the unhappiness of a failed
marriage and unsuccessful job, but does not let these factors
influence her mothering.

The unhappiness in many women's

lives resulted from the fact that "for years they had cleaved
strictly to the demands of the feminine mystique.

They kept

house, raised the kids, catered to the husbands.
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But instead

of being fulfilled with content they were confused and
hostile" (Miller and Nowak 174).

The youth, striving to

aband.on conformity and societal roles, began claiming their
independence;

straying away from the family, young Americans

embarked on the journey for independence and self-identity, a
journey that eventually leads Taylor Greer to recognize the
need for interdependence with others in life's progressive
cycle as she comes to understand herself and her family
better.
Kingsolver advocates the importance and closeness of
family stressed during the Fifties, though she depicts the
commumualism of the Sixties where family members (factual and
fictional) are no longer held to stereotypes of social
conformity.

She stresses that the basis of a purposeful and

happy life lies in family, though members no longer require a
tie by blood or name.

Although Kingsolver recommends a close

family bond, she avoids providing a definition of family.
Instead, she leaves open a variety of options, a flexibility
which stems from the transformations the American family
experienced during the 1960's, 1970's, and 1980's, decades
when the American family changed dramatically.

According to

Kellogg and Mintz, adult worries in the 1950's about youth's
disruption of traditional values became true, and the social
transformation of women's sexual values (more acceptance of
promiscuity and premarital sex) in the 1950's cleared ground
for many changes families would undergo in later decades
(200-1).
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During the Sixties, the American family redefined itself

and its roles.

From the Fifties, when the family functioned

as the central uniting force, the Sixties peer culture
evolved into one where each individual member strove for his
or her own welfare, a change which would eventually lead
Americans into the "me generation."

Families of the 1960's

called for "greater flexibility and individualism" as
children were "much freer from parental authority" by the
middle to the end of the decade (Hoge 106).

Contrasted with

the 1950's, the typical American family no longer united its
members; children were now acting on their own and rebelling
against authority, including parents�

Social problems, such

as the Vietnam War, the increased use and acceptance of
drugs, and the liberal fashion trends that included wild,
tie-dyed patterns, microskirts and miniskirts, sparked much
of the revolt within families, and by the middle of the
decade, divorce rates had increased due to the "excessive
individualism" and "instability" families were undergoing
(Davis 185-86). For example, while divorces in 1945 stood at
485,000, they decreased in 1955 to 377,000.

In 1965,

however, they rose to 479,000, an increase that continued
even more dramatically during the Seventies, where divorces
in 1975 reached 1,036,000 (Scott and Wishy 504).
The drastic social changes, such as the Civil Rights
and Women's movements, the sexual revolution, and the
increased education among young adults, nourished an evolving
American family that drastically differed from ones of
earlier decades that consisted of a "breadwinner, housewife

and children" (Skolnick 78-93).
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As children moved away from

their parents, they searched for groups that made them
comfortable and held similar beliefs; these groups often
became nontraditional families for them.

Seeking

independence from a confining hometown in Kentucky, Taylor
moves away from her mother in search of some area or group
that will make her feel comfortable.

Adolescents sought to

segregate themselves from older generations and did so
through liberal fashion trends that included pants and short
skirts for women and non-tailored clothes for men.

Young

adults, though seeking independence from conformity, pursued
groups holding similar interests.

Cults and communes,

including the popular Hog Farm near Los Angeles, surfaced as
the unconventional family gained popularity.
During the 1970's the American family continued to
change.

With the divorce rate skyrocketing, mothers.entering

the work force, and attitudes toward sex relaxing,
traditional families declined.

Seeking more independence,

women were now "cohabitating outside of marriage" (Kellogg
and Mintz 204-209, 218); even Taylor Greer lives with her
boyfriend in Pigs in Heaven, set during the early 1990's or
late 1980's.

By the late 1960's and early 1970's, birth

rates dropped considerably, as did gender role expectations,
both signs of women's "improvement and modernization"
(Fawcett and Thomas 123-4).

The sexual revolution and better

education brought women out of the home and into the work
place (Coontz 162, 182).

Day care was introduced more widely

in society because of the growing number of women in the work

--place, and it continued to play a major role in the 1980's
(223).
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As Taylor seeks to begin providing for herself and

Turtle, she has no choice but to go to work.
. /

Consequently,

Turtle spends hours at the shopping mall day care center
while her mother works.

With these changes children and

family concerns persisted, and the demand for lawyers
specializing in family law grew due to the increase of
divorce and child custody cases (Kellogg and Mintz 228).
With the end of strict societal roles for fathers, mothers,
and children, Americans could choose divorce over unhappy
family life.

The judicial system also viewed children's

rights as more important than in previous decades (Fawcett
and Thomas 119).

Now, children were no longer silent,

obedient followers whose lives were dictated by their
parents.

By the end of the 1970's Americans generally felt

that the changes over the past two decades in the family
resulted from "the increasing divorce rate, the entry of many
mothers into the full-time work force, high rates of
mobility, and the declining importance of the extended
family" (Kellogg and Mintz 228).
Again, television capitalized on and romanticized the
changing family during the Seventies and Eighties. Though
shows depicting the traditional American family, such as "The
Waltons," were·still popular, "The Brady Bunch" illustrated
how two, single-parent families combined to form one happy
family.

By the 1980's, though, even more variety in the

portrayal of family _types existed.

"The Cosby Show" and

"Family Ties" portrayed two parents succeeding in careers and

home life, while "Kate and Allie" showed two single mothers
raising their children.
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Two unmarried people cohabitating

became acceptable in "Who's the Boss," while a homosexual
surrogate father was the topic of "Love, Sidney" (Kellogg and
Mintz 203).

These shows revealed the new, socially-accepted

forms (traditional and nontraditional) in the American
family's evolution.
By the 1980's, Americans attempted to cope with and
solve the problems associated with the transformation of the
family over the past twenty years.

Single-parent families

headed by women increased significantly (Kellogg and Mintz
217 ) because of children born out of

W(.-

·�0ck and due to

increased divorces that granted mothers custody of their
children.

Families, moreover, had become more mobile and no

longer had roots in areas where previous generations lived.
Taylor clearly initiates her separation from her Kentucky
roots, though accidental circumstances eventually force her
to identify with her Native American ones, enabling her to
internalize better the importance of life's cycle.

With

continued increases in child care, a decline in parental
commitment to children evidenced itself, especially in the
rise of child abuse and neglect (Kellogg and Mintz 218-239).
Worried about Turtle, who is so abused that her physical
growth ceases, a relative gives the child to Taylor, who has
no �nderstanding of the abuse's severity until later.
America's concern with these transformations and the problems
arising from them resulted in the uncertainty of family
roles.

Kellogg and Mintz note that Americans were left with
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a "deep ambivalence about their familial roles • • . yet, at
the same time, an almost equal majority believe[d] that
'parents now have a reduced commitment to their children and
their children to them' and want[ed] 'a return to a more
traditional standard of family life'" (236).

Americans again

began to view the family, rather than society or government,
as the main source of morality in society (112).

A yearning

to return to the traditional family even made its way into
politics and became an important factor of many candidates'
platforms; as a strategy to win voters, both Ronald Reagan
and George Bush stressed during the Eighties how a return to
traditional family values would play a key role in solving
many of the country's ills.
Realizing the situations facing the American family and
the changes it underwent, Kingsolver chooses to use her works
as a means to explain how nontraditional families can succeed
in American society.

Allowing Taylor the alternative of

being a single mother choosing a nontraditional family
demonstrates Kingsolver's belief in a woman's need to find
and establish a sense of community.

Looking back at the

changes women and families endured during the Sixties and
Seventies helps r�aders to understand why Kingsolver depicts
Taylor, who is raised solely by her mother, as a young woman
heading West in search of herself.

on this journey Taylor

not only discovers who she is but learns through her
relationships and from nature's cycles that her
interdependence with others permits the simultaneous growth
of her identity and family.

Taylor's acquisition of an

abused child, her new-found motherhood, and her decision to
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establish close ties with others to form a new family all
mirror issues concerning women, children, and the development
of the nontraditional family that arose during the 1960's,
1970's, and 1980's.
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Chapter One

The Bean Trees: Overcoming the "failure to thrive condition"
At the beginning of The Bean Trees Kingsolver
establishes the 1970's poverty-ridden environment of Pittman
County, Kentucky, a place hindering success that Taylor Greer
will eventually leave.

When pondering the differences

between herself and Newt Hardbine, a poor young man living in
an abusive family, Taylor comments that her future, as well
as other people's in Pittman County, depends upon chance, an
important theme in the novel. "You couldn't have said,
anyway," she declares, "which one would stay right where he
was, and which would be the one to get away" ( 2).

Though

poverty affects most of the people in Taylor's hometown,
gender often plays a greater role in determining one's
success or failure.

Pittman County's societal limits prevent

women from being successful by economically entrapping them
in low paying jobs or household duties.

This state reflects

the confining and role-defining Fifties family, despite
single motherhood, in which obedient women and children found
themselves.
Early in the novel and before her evolution as an
independent woman, Taylor is known to her mother, herself,
and the town as Missy Greer.

She earns this name after

requesting that her mother call her Miss Marietta (her given
name) because that is what her mother, a housekeeper, calls
her employers; eventually, Miss Marietta becomes plain Missy.
The name emphasizes that she is both unmarried and

independent.
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Growing up, Taylor sees no hope for herself or

other girls in her community.

Though she is "not the

smartest or even particularly outstanding" in school, she is
there "staying out of trouble and intend[ing] to finish" (3).
This declaration reveals Taylor's early determination and
strong-will even before she becomes exposed to a harsher
reality of abuse, prejudice, single-motherhood, and sexism
outside of Kentucky.

She resists the temptation to be like

other girls, who drop out of school due to pregnancy, yet
admits, "this is not to say that I was unfamiliar with the
back seat of a Chevrolet.

I knew the scenery of Greenup

Road, which we called Steam-It-Up Road, and I knew what a
pecker looked like" (3).

Again, Taylor shows that she is not

naive, but possesses foresight and determination.

Even her

mother knows that "barefoot and pregnant was not [Taylor's]
style" (3).
As Taylor nears the end of her high school career, she
begins working in the lab of a hospital; this job marks the
beginning of her rebellion against the entrapment of women in
Pittman County.

Though nervous to ask for the job from her

teacher, Mr. Walter, who announces it, Taylor finally follows
her mother's encouraging advice:
a person isn't nothing more than a scarecrow.

You,

me, Earl Wickentot, the President of the United
States, and even God Almighty, as far as I can see.
The only difference between the one that stands up
good and one that blows over is what kind of stick
they're stuck up there on. (5)
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This example tells her the "backbone" and determination of a
person contribute to his/her success and gives Taylor the
motivation to.pursue the job.

While employed there, Taylor

further recognizes society's lack of concern with the abuse
of women when Jolene and Newt Hardbine, who arrives dead,
come into the hospital after being shot by Newt's father.
Jolene's abusive relationships and dysfunctional family
reinforce the theme of entrapment that results from
environment and upbringing.

Kingsolver uses Newt's father,

who hits Jolene, Newt, and their baby, to foreshadow the
novel's theme of abuse, an issue vital to Taylor's evolution
as a woman.
To introduce Taylor's negative feelings about men,
Kingsolver chooses to depict her as fatherless.

According to

Taylor, she is "lucky that way" not to have an abusive father
like Jolene's.

The lack of a dominant male figure in her

life provides Taylor the foundation for her ability to revolt
against the small-town status quo and to leave the confining
environment, in addition to providing her a mother (Alice)
who acts as the source of her morality and personal energy.
Her mother's encouragement allows her the strength to move
away and provides the only reason for her to look back.
Growing up, Taylor's mother sees her in two ways: "one is she
always expected the best out of me.

And the other is that no

matter what I did, whatever·! came home with, she acted like
it was the moon I had just hung up in the sky and plugged in
all the stars" (10).

Through this encouragement Mama hopes

her daughter will grow up strong and self-sufficient, and she
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does.

When Taylor arrives home with the 1955 Volkswagen, Alice
knows she is �scaping from Kentucky.

Wanting to ascertain

that Taylor knows how to "handle anything that might come
along with an old car," like flat tires or engine trouble,
she teaches her daughter the basics of car repair (11).
After these lessons, Taylor, ready for a new life and
identity, packs her car and leaves the environment that is
"twenty years behind the nation in practically every way"
Though set in the seventies, Pittman County family

(47).

life reflects that of the Fifties, where confined individuals
rarely strayed from the norm, until the youth rebellion
during the Sixties.
As she leaves Pittman County, Taylor makes two promises
to herself (to find a new identity and to not stop until her
car does), the first of which is important to the changes she
will undergo.

As Taylor decides to search for a new name,

Kingsolver clearly reflects the mentality felt by teenagers
and women during the Sixties as these populations began
searching for new identities while breaking free from
authority.

Teenagers desired freedom and individuality, and

women wanted a separate identity from their husbands,
partners, and the stereotypical expectations dictated by
society.

That Taylor heads west also reflects the American

pioneer mentality that the west offered new beginnings, a
place where land and life were pure and free from societal
norms.
Kingsolver also uses Taylor's decision to change her

name to reintroduce the importance chance plays in this
novel.
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Shortly after leaving Kentucky and knowing she wants

a new name, Taylor comments, "the more I thought about it,
the more it seemed to me that a name is not something a
person has the right to pick out, but is something you're
provided with more or less by chance" (11).

After reaching

this conclusion, Taylor decides to look for an indication
regarding a new name when her car runs out of gasoline.
Eventually, Taylor Greer becomes Marietta's (Missy's) new
name and identity after she arrives in Taylorsville on her
car's fumes.
With the introduction of the Cherokee, Kingsolver
reveals Taylor's larger family, one she will come closer to
later.

Shortly into her trip, the protagonist enters the

Cherokee Nation an independent woman who is free from Pittman
County's entrapment; here, though, she realizes that all of
her difficulties have not been left behind.

Taylor

recognizes financial problems, like those she experienced in
Pittman County, but she now lacks the presence of her helping
mother.

Shortly into the trip, half her savings go to fix a

car problem she cannot repair,

leaving Taylor concerned

about her financial situation.

Thinking about her full

blooded Cherokee grandfather and how she and her mother have
enough Cherokee blood in them to live in the Cherokee Nation
reminds Taylor how Mama always joked that, "if we run out of
luck we can always go live on the Cherokee Nation" (13).
Again, Kingsolver depicts the importance of chance, or luck,
to Mama and Taylor, as well as foreshadowing what will happen
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in the sequel novel, Pigs in Heaven, when both identify with
their heritage in the Cherokee Nation.
The second promise Taylor makes leaving Pittman County
her determination to continue West until her car stops-
becomes more difficult when she acquires a child, which
forces her to lose the independence that is evident moments
before her life changes.

Hungry from her drive, Taylor wants

to buy some food with her remaining dollar.

When she asks

the waiter what she can buy for this price, he replies
"ketchup • • • Earl serves up a mean bottle of ketchup, don't
you, Earl" (16).

unamused, Taylor responds, "you think being

busted is a joke?" as she slides the ketchup bottle back at
the man, hitting his beer bottle (16), an act that displays
her rejection of male intimidation.

Moments later, Taylor's

life changes, as will her definition of family, when an
unknown woman leave a baby in the passenger seat of the 1955
Volkswagen.
The independence Taylor has long worked and saved to
establish vanishes the moment she acquires this child.
Having recently acquired freedom and a new identity, she
realizes that she "could have had babies coming out of [her]
ears by now" if she had stayed in Pittman County (18).

As

the Native American woman gets into a pickup truck and drives
away with no headlights, the baby quietly sits next to
Taylor, who makes light of the situation by saying, "praise
the lord • • • at least my car has headlights" (18), which
illustrates Taylor's ability to adapt calmly to new and
unexpected situations.

Now, in the process of a few moments,

she is no longer free to go and do whatever she pleases.
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Like the teen pregnancies that entrapped girls in her
hometown and across America during the Seventies, Taylor now
has a child to consider.
Successfully escaping single motherhood in Kentucky,
Taylor, ironically, finds herself facing that issue.
Penniless, in an unfamiliar area of the country, and with an
unfamiliar child, Taylor now confronts problems she never
considered.

This seemingly hopeless situation, however, does

not faze this strong and determined young woman, who
continues her journey, again relying on chance to assist her.
Later that night Taylor and the child find themselves at the
Mustang Motel, where because of the child, a woman offers
them a room in exchange for Taylor's assistance the next day.
Relying on her own resources, Taylor finds help in her
presence.

This attitude resembles that of the rebellious

youth during the Sixties, who did not want to abandon their
quests for new and separate identities and who, therefore,
did whatever necessary to stay independent and away from
controlling parents and authorities.
At this motel, Kingsolver begins to incorporate nature
imagery that will later symbolize family relationships.
Taylor's initial description of the child uses nature to
reflect their growing bond.

To Taylor, the grip of the child

is the "most amazing thing" (22).

She comments that "it [the

child] attached itself to me by its little hands like roots
sucking on dry dirt," and for this reason decides to name the
child Turtle (22).

Later that night and in Tucson,

Taylor

describes Turtle as "splashing like a toad frog" (23) and
sucking on a bottle as a "pond frog" (23).
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Both will depend

on the other for sustenance, yet allow the other to thrive as
Kingsolver parallels familial growth and nature's life,
growth, and death cycles.
Kingsolver reveals her belief in the ties between the
natural world and the human world by using nature to mirror
human behavior and interaction.

Detailing plant growth and

the hidden animal world, both of which can fall victim to
chance, allows Kingsolver to relate Taylor's personal
development and familial development.

As Taylor comes to

realize changes within herself, natural images become more
detailed and complex.

Whereas early natural images portray

single plants or animals and their development, later ones
become more sophisticated and complex as they involve
interaction and interdependence between plants and animals.
By using this type of imagery, Kingsolver displays the idea
that as people become more aware of their natural
surroundings, they also begin to understand themselves and
role in the world better.
This use of nature as a metaphor extends throughout the
novel, along with other physical descriptions, and
demonstrates K�ngsolver's knowledge of the environment, which
resulted from her educational background.

Originally awarded

a music scholarship at DePauw University and trained for
classical piano, Kingsolver changed her major to biology when
",·it kind of dawned on me that classical pianists compete for
six job openings a year, and the rest of us get to.play 'Blue

►

Moon' in a hotel lobby'" (Lyall C8).
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As she pursued biology,

she became interested in lower life forms and actually began
a thesis at the University of Arizona on termites during her
pursuit of a Master's degree.

While writing her thesis,

however, Kingsolver decided to quit and "'made up a terrible
lie involving a car accident and a permanent disability, and
said I needed to take another job to support my unnamed,
maimed relative'" (C8).

Writing science articles for the

university furthered Kingsolver's interest this field, and
she abandoned her studies to pursue marriage, family, and
more writing.

While pregnant and suffering from insomnia,

Kingsolver wrote The Bean Trees (Neill and Haederle 109-110).
Her environmental knowledge, her marriage, and her own first
pregnancy provided foundational tools for her to weave
together nature's role and the understanding of self and
family.

She uses natural imagery to provide extended

metaphors for Taylor's development and interaction with
others.
As Taylor and Turtle enter Tucson , Kingsolver
introduces the theme of life and sustenance existing in
hidden places, as the two try to avoid a talkative man while
waiting a storm to pass.

Coming into Tucson, Taylor once

again demonstrates her untrusting and uninterested attitude
toward men.

This mentality, though rooted in her fatherless

upbringing and in a Kentucky hometown where women are not
respected, first reveals itself with the unfriendly waiter in
the Cherokee Nation.

Now in Arizona, Taylor's negative

attitude toward men surfaces again as she rudely rejects all

attempts made by a man trying to start a conversation.
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Because she does not "like his looks," Taylor, when asked if
she is from out-of-town replies sarcastically, "'no, • • • , I
go to Kentucky every year to get my license plate'" (37).
Later, he warns her of a tarantula, and she replies "'I've
seen worse,"' though Taylor later comments to herself, "it
looked like something that might have crawled out of the
Midnight Creature Feature" (37-38).

Though the spider

appears startling to the protagonist, she does not allow
herself to reveal insecurities to a man, especially one who
expects this type of behavior.
Kingsolver portrays the beginning of Taylor's
development and her negative depiction of men through the
scene with the ant colony.

Despite Taylor's rudeness, the

man lingers, and as the skies clear, Taylor notes that "a
whole swarm of black ants came out of a crack and milled
around the cigarette butt" (38).

Taylor's glance exposes an

entire hidden colony she never realized existed, though it
was always present; this realization of a remarkable natural
world later expands as she comes to better understand herself
and her role in the natural world.

After the unnamed man

explains to her that "'when the ground gets full of water,
the critters drown out of their holes,'" he squashes several
with his boots ·(38).

The violent act of the unnamed male

reemphasizes the potential for brutality and harshness in
men, whom Taylor resents.
Now, with Taylor's initial understanding of this other

world, Kingsolver has planted the seeds for her development,

-to which Mattie plays an important role.

Seeing enough of
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this man's cruel behavior and noting that the hail storm is
over, Taylor and Turtle proceed on their journey.

Realizing

her tires are bad and noticing a large pile of them at a
shop, Jesus Is Lord Used Tires, Taylor decides to stop and
investigate buying some new ones.

Tires, the one item Taylor

has feared since she saw Newt Hardbine's father thrown over
the Standard Oil sign after a truck tire exploded, now draw
her to Mattie's garage, another chance encounter that will
affect her life and relationships.

Taylor admits to being

unnerved in this environment, thinking, "all those tires
around made me nervous" and "the sound of the air hose alone
gave me the willies" (40-41).

At this stop Taylor and Turtle

meet Mattie, the owner, who will later function as the
matriarch of Taylor's new nontraditional family.
Kingsolver uses this friendly encounter of a woman to
contrast the arrogant and harsh encounter with the man at the
underpass.

Immediately, Taylor admires Mattie, an admiration

that begins when the latter offers helpful hints and
knowledge regarding children because the protagonist "had
never seen a woman with this kind of know-how" (mechanics,
business, and leadership) in Pittman County (43).

While

visiting Mattie, Taylor raises the subject of finding
employment, though her experience lies in uhousekeeping, x
rays, urine tests,

• red blood counts, and picking bugs

off bean vines" (45).

wanting to show her that bean vines,

purple ones, exist in Tucson, Mattie takes Taylor and Turtle
to look at her junkyard, where Taylor notices once again the

existence of life in seemingly impossible surroundings.
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For

Kingsolver, this scene allows her extended metaphor of
nature's cycle mirroring Taylor's personal and familial
development to take root.

The birth and growth of life in

discarded junk surprise Taylor, who thinks,
outside was a bright, wild wonderland of flowers
and vegetables and auto parts.

Heads of cabbage

and lettuce sprouted out of old tires.

An entire

rusted-out Thunderbird, minus the wheels, had
nasturtiums blooming out of the windows like Mama's
hen-and-chicks pot on the front porch at home.

A

kind of teepee frame made of CB antennas was all
overgrown with cherry-tomato vines.

(45-46)

Again, Kingsolver's depiction of life thriving in otherwise
hopeless situations assists Taylor's self-discovery and
understanding of family.

Through these examples Taylor

better learns who she is in relation to nature, which ties
all earthly inhabitants together.
During this conversation with Mattie, Taylor decides to
stay in Tucson and look for a job, a decision that will
change her understanding of who she is and.what she thinks a
family is.

From this time forward, Taylor leaves the short

independent life for which she fled Kentucky and will come to
form an interdependence with others.

Taylor, who has left

_Pittman County for a new life and identity, has partially
succeeded, though the addition of Turtle has ironically
already begun to move her toward interdependence.

As her

physical journey temporarily ends, her inner journey to

discover family and the cycle of life continues through
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relationships with others, experiences, and realizations
about the world.
Finding herself in a city, Taylor continues to uncover
evidence that Pittman County really is behind social
progress, yet she also finds some of the same issues
concerning women, which help to expose her to society's
universal treatment of women.

For example, she comments that

teenage pregnancies are on the rise everywhere, regardless of
locality.

Kingsolver uses the example of Sandi, Taylor's co

worker at the Burger Derby, to represent the abundance of
teenage pregnancies across the country.

Sandi, a single

mother, tries to make a living working at this fast-food
restaurant while leaving her child at the Kid Central Station
in the mall across the street.

Upon meeting Sandi and being

surprised about her situation, the protagonist comments, ur
had thought Pittman was the only place on earth where people
started having babies before they learned their
multiplication tables" (51).

This situation reflects the

sexual revolution, significant increases in illegitimate
children, and more divorces, as women were becoming more
independent.
Trapped in a job that requires women to wear short,
trendy outfits and treated poorly by the managers reveal
sexism in society and motivate Taylor to quit and investigate
the want-ads for another start; this searching leads her to
Lou Ann, another single-mother with whom Taylor forms a
strong bond.

This search, often resulting in communal

living, reflects the attempt by many during the Sixties to
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seek other compatible persons with whom to share living
arrangements.

After rejecting a room in a house where

Kingsolver portrays the "hip" generation, who comment,
"gender is not an issue in this house" (70) and who are
concerned only with eating natural foods, Taylor finds
herself in Lou Ann's house.

Immediately, as with Mattie,

Taylor and Lou Ann become friends through a chance meeting,
the want-ads.
As Lou Ann and Taylor share stories, viewpoints, and
experiences, the two begin to establish a strong relationship
that eventually places Taylor in the "husband role," as the
one who works outside the home and gains the income, and puts
Lou Ann into the "wife role," staying at home cooking,
cleaning, and looking after the children.

This initial

attraction not only comes from the genuineness each displays
through a familiar Southern accent, but also from the fact
that each is from Kentucky;

Kingsolver clearly establishes

this geographic connection to illustrate that one's roots are
always close at hand.
In addition to this strong bond, the relationship with
Mattie continues to grow, which, in turn, results in more
development for Taylor, who begins to work for her at Jesus
Is Lord Used Tires.

Through this environment Mattie, the

matriarch in Taylor's Tucson family circle, continues to
stress the importance of understanding nature's life, death,
and rebirth cycle. Kingsolver displays this point when Taylor
is disappointed by the ugliness of the once-beautiful purple

bean vines that have become "like long strips of beef jerky
drying in the sun" in February (77).
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Mattie insists, though,

"'that's the cycle of life • • • the old has to pass on
before the new can come around'" (77).

This image helps show

Taylor that despite an unpleasant background or current
difficulties, one will eventually bloom and come back to
life.

Mattie becomes a voice of knowledge and reason to

guide Taylor through her quest for self-discovery, which, in
turn, leads her to a new understanding of family.
This foursome (Taylor, Turtle, Lou Ann, and Dwayne Ray)
has become a family, founded on chance encounters, yet
nurtured by strong interconnections that place each member in
a particular role.

Shortly after beginning the job at

Mattie's, Taylor realizes the significance of "Lou Ann
reading magazines for child-raising tips and recipes and me
coming home grouchy after a hard day's work" (84-85).

Taylor

realizes that she belongs to a family much different than the
one in which she grew up or wanted to end up.

Worried that

Lou Ann has been forced into this role, Taylor remarks, "you
don't have to do all this stuff for me" (85) •

After Lou Ann

responds that she does not mind her wife-like role, Taylor
comments how surprised she is to end up acting like a husband
when she never even had a father.
Kingsolver's establishment of these roles in a newly
defined family mirrors teenagers' choices of their own
"families," often communes, in the Sixties to revolt against
the conservative, role-defining family of the Fifties.

Many

Sixties teenagers abandoned the confining traditional family
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to which they were supposed to belong and conform because it
was too restrictive.

These individuals changed America's

social code by redefining dress codes, challenging authority,
and setting their own goals.

Taylor's behavior clearly

imitates the behavior of that generation.

As they were stuck

in a entrapping Fifties family, Taylor was trapped in a
Seventies Pittman County (actually 20 years behind the rest
of the country, which would place it in the Fifties) that
limited women's roles.

As these teenagers escaped

designated roles and pathways, so does Taylor.

Both groups

decide to run from the status quo and establish new
identities.

Just as the teenagers sought independence, many

found themselves joining and cohabitating with others holding
similar beliefs; Taylor also follows this pattern, though the
people with whom she bonds enter her life through chance
encounters.
As Taylor becomes more comfortable with herself and the
relationship with her family, she begins to act more matronly
with Turtle, who will strengthen her feelings about family.
With this nurturing, Turtle, whose past abuse has prevented
her from uttering a sound, makes her first noise, a laugh.
The protagonist finds relief in this natural response,
demonstrating her daughter's contentment with Taylor's good
mothering.

This incident occurs in Taylor's car as she, Lou

Ann, Dwayne Ray, and Turtle are returning home one day.
Shortly after this utterance, the group stops when a crossing
family of quail, inspired from "quail who live behind her
[Kingsolver's] house in Tucson, Arizona" (Lyall C8), blocks

the road.
nature.

Everyone quietly watches, even Turtle, who loves
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The occurrence reinforces Kingsolver's use of nature

to strengthen the importance of family in the novel.

Just as

Taylor's complete family experiences a first event (Turtle's
first noise), so another type of family (animal) exists.
Continuing the natural imagery that mirrors personal and
familial development, Kingsolver chooses to have Turtle's
first spoken word be ubean."

Turtle, who closely observes

nature, forces Taylor to pay more attention to it, which
results in her better understanding of it.

This imagery

provides an essential extended metaphor with which to compare
Taylor's growth and that of her family.

Kingsolver

illustrates Turtle as a child infatuated with nature, one who
learns the names of plants, fruits, and vegetables before
other objects.

Just as Taylor compares Turtle to animals at

the beginning of the novel,
natural world.

Turtle's growth also echoes the

When Taylor finally takes Turtle to the

doctor for a check-up, she learns that she is actually three
years old.

Because of Turtle's small size, Taylor estimates

her age at around two.

According to the doctor, the abuse

Turtle received earlier caused her to stop growing.

He

explains, "sometimes in an environment of physical or
emotional deprivation a child will simply stop growing,
although certain internal maturation does continue.
condition we [doctors] call failure to thrive" (123).

It's a
Like

plants, humans need physical and emotional support to grow
and function; without them, they remain dormant.
of this nontraditional family needs attention and

Each member

encouragement to flourish and receives this treatment from
the others.
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Taylor, who remained dormant in Kentucky, now

blooms, and Turtle is awakening, growing, and blossoming
through the healthy environment her mother provides.

Linking

this point to the natural world, Kingsolver describes a
bird's nest that has been built in the middle of a spiny
cactus; there, in a seemingly harsh environment, life exists
and thrives, just as Turtle is beginning to do.

This nature

imagery continues to emphasize the cyclical development of
life, death and rebirth.
As Taylor's relationships with the three primary
characters (Turtle, Lou Ann and Mattie) in this novel
strengthen, so do Kingsolver's images regarding nature's life
cycle.

As March approaches, Taylor notices that the wisteria

vines, which remained dormant all winter, "ha[ve] sprouted a
fine, shivery coat of pale leaves and now they were getting
ready to bloom" (113).

This act of nature amazes Taylor, who

"couldn't imagine where all of this life was coming from"
(113).

Again, Kingsolver reflects Taylor's deepening

relationships with her family and the growth taking place
there through the natural world.
With this episode Kingsolver begins incorporating more
natural imagery and its growth through her descriptions of
the developing female relationships.

Immediately following

the incident at the doctor's, Taylor and Turtle meet Lou Ann
and Dwayne Ray at the zoo.

There, colors and Turtle's

discovery of what she thinks is a bean (really a peanut) once
again illustrate nature in different forms.

During this
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trip, Taylor and Lou Ann also assume that Turtle's real name
is April because they notice the attention Turtle gives each
time one says� "April."

Turtle's possible given name, April,

again stresses the importance of rebirth in the novel.

Just

as "April" suggests a season of natural renewal, Turtle's own
awakening is beginning to thrive.

For Taylor, the day brings

many new discoveries about a child with whom she believed
herself already familiar.
Later, an attempted assault on Turtle tests Taylor's
"mothering skills," and Kingsolver again emphasizes the
incident through nature.

One day, when "all of the cicadas

stopped buzzing at once," Mattie closes up the shop early
(160), taking Taylor and Estevan out to the desert to await
the first rain.

Full of anticipation, Mattie again explains

that with the cycle of birth and rebirth "all the things that
looked dead were just dormant.

As soon as the rains came

they would sprout leaves and grow" (162).

Taylor "had never

felt so happy" as Mattie continues to describe how frogs
"wait out the dry months kind of deadlike, just like
everything else, and when the rain comes they wake up and
crawl out of the ground and start to holler (163-64).

With'

this description, Taylor, is "amazed" that "there could be no
end to the things that could be hiding, waiting it out right
where you thought you could see it all" ( 164).

At the same

time Taylor awaits rain in the desert, Turtle and Mrs.
Parsons are walking in the park.

Even in the daylight, a man

(visible to all but a blind Mrs. Parsons) tries to abduct
Turtle, reinforcing Kingsolver's resurrection theme.

Just as
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living beings hide beneath the surface, waiting for the rain
to bring them to life, an assailant lies waiting to prey on a
helpless vict.µn whose guardian cannot see.

As Taylor returns

home and hears what happened to Turtle, she cannot move or
comfort her daughter.

Kingsolver relates this disbelief as

Edna hits, and apparently kills, a bird that has entered the
house; within moments, though, the others realize that
although the bird appears to be dead, it is not, just as with
the hiding creatures in nature that come alive with rain.
Paralleling this image, Kingsolver uses the rare night
blooming cereus to demonstrate the delicate rebirth in
nature.

Once a year the cereus bloom at night; a subtle, yet

distinctive odor cautions observers of their upcoming change.
One night, Taylor and Lou Ann awaken Turtle and Dwayne Ray to
see Edna's and Mrs Parsons' delicate flowers that bruise and
wilt to the touch, like Turtle and other children.

Using

this example, Kingsolver reveals how delicate and occasional
experiences can be observed and cherished, but only from a
distance.
With the development of her nuclear family, Taylor's
extended family begins to evolve through two illegal aliens,
Estevan and Esperanza.

This South American couple becomes

involved with Taylor through Mattie, whose tire shop doubles
as a refuge for illegal aliens.

Through this mutual friend,

Estevan and Taylor develop a special friendship; this male
female relationship is the only successful one in the novel.
Kingsolver chooses to involve Taylor in this relationship to
illustrate the acceptance of the traditional family in
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America and how it can succeed.
Through the relationship with Estevan, Taylor learns
that life's harsh realities go beyond what she has imagined
and experienced.

With Taylor's gained independence, personal

development, and establishment of family, Kingsolver involves
the protagonist with this man to broaden her understanding of
other's worldly experiences.

Estevan and his wife have

sacrificed their daughter in order to save the politically
persecuted in their country.

The government has kidnapped

the daughter, Ismene, in hopes of bribing the couple to
reveal these opposers; instead, they have left her and fled
the country.

Upon hearing this story, Taylor realizes, "I

thought I'd had a pretty hard life.

But I kept finding out

that life can be hard in ways I never knew about" (135).
Taylor has never sacrificed a child for the good of others
and cannot imagine losing Turtle, who awakens emotions in
both Estevan and Esperanza because her dark skin, eyes and
hair resemble their daughter.

When Esperanza attempts

suicide out of grief, Estevan turns to Taylor for comfort.
As the two sit in her kitchen talking, Taylor reflects on the
role of women in times of trouble.

Thinking about the

traditional roles of women, she comments, "from my earliest
memory, times of crisis seemed to end up with women in the
kitchen preparing food for men" (132).

Later, the pair talk

about how their shared social rejection because of their
class draws them close.

Taylor explains how she was a

"nutter" in Kentucky, a member of the poor class and could
not mix with the upper class.

Estevan, an illegal alien,

also understands this rejection and isolation in America,
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where he experiences the prejudice of being an immigrant;
even Mrs. Parsons comments that "before you know it the whole
world will be here jibbering and jabbering till we won't know
it's America" and how "they ought to stay put in their own
dirt" (106-7).
That night, the two bond in a special way that hints at
both a brother-sister and husband-wife relationship, which is
the only successful male-female relationship in the novel.
The tenderness that Estevan uses when talking to Taylor
reveals a caring side to men she did not know existed.
Exhausted from the day's activities, the two fall asleep,
"curled up like spoons on the sofa, his knees against the
backs of my knees and his left hand on my ribs, just under my
breast" (140).

Enjoying the moment, Taylor begins to think

of Esperanza in the hospital, and immediately "all of
Esperanza'.s hurts flamed up in [her] mind, a huge pile of

burning things that the world just kept throwing more onto.
Somewhere in that pile was a child that looked just like
Turtle" (140).

As she envisions these ideas, Taylor "lifted

Estevan's hand from my ribcage and kissed his palm • . • slid
off the sofa and went to •

bed" (140).

Though the

protagonist loves him, she realizes a relationship is
inconceivable and decides to treasure the friendship.

She

also shows her respect for this example of a successful,
traditional family.

Though Kingsolver presents a new view of

the evolving American family, she does not believe that the
traditional fami�y is unsuccessful or wrong.

For Taylor,
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this understanding reveals how nontraditional and traditional
families can exist simultaneously and succeed.
Once Taylor decides to drive Esperanza and Estevan East,
she realizes the only successful male relationship in her
life must end in order to protect the couple's identities.
Traveling across country with the couple, Taylor retraces the
steps she took months earlier; reversing her path represents
the completion of a cycle in her life, where she now
understands herself through her family.

Just as Taylor gave

herself a new name months earlier, Esperanza and Estevan
choose new names in order to escape the Immigration
Department, showing another similarity.

As Taylor continues

her eastward movement, she thinks about the Cherokee Nation
and her grandfather, foreshadowing the larger Cherokee family
the protagonist will discover in Pigs in Heaven.
As the group nears their destination, Taylor recognizes
the additional closeness of the group, invites them to take a
vacation with her, and comments, "they wanted to come with
me.

I can see, looking back on it, that we were getting

attached" (203).

Following the "vacation," the first one by

all members, Taylor asks Esperanza and Estevan to pose as
Turtle's parents so that she can officially adopt her and
avoid further complications with the Department of Social
Services; they agree.

Nobody realizes that the two are not

Turtle's biological parents because of their dark skin that
matches the Cherokee's.

Taylor comments that Esperanza and

Estevan appear comfortable in this environment where others
can not classify them as outsiders based on skin color; in

-fact, she says "the relief showed in their bodies.
they actually grew taller.
was her original home.
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I believe

And Turtle fit right in too; this

I was the odd woman out" (204).

They, like Taylor, find comfort and acceptance with their new
identities.

The return to the East represents a phase

completion for Taylor's development.

After the adoption,

which also serves as a means for Esperanza to say good-bye to
her own daughter left in South America, the three depart and
Taylor begins her trip back to Tucson.

Distraught over

leaving someone she loves, Taylor calls her mother to tell
her about the adoption.

Here, Kingsolver allows Taylor to

·turn to her birth mother, who is now geographically closer,
for help, rather than Mattie, who is further away.

Calling

her mother at the end of The Bean Trees establishes the link
between the novel's sequel when her mother's calls Taylor at
the beginning of Pigs in Heaven.

Clearly, Kingsolver

realizes the importance of continuing Taylor and Turtle's
development by connecting them to a larger family, the
Cherokee, and even larger family, humanity.
As Taylor returns home to Arizona, she leaves a part of
herself with Esperanza and Estevan, though she takes a bit of
the Cherokee Nation back with her.

By the end of the novel

she has fulfilled the individuality and identity for which
she left Kentucky to find by discovering a new self that
functions through a nontraditional family.

Using plants to

accentuate this point and tie the novel together, Taylor
reads a portion of a nature book to Turtle while stopping at
a library in Oklahoma.

After the book explains the cycles of
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wisteria, which are actually in the bean family, she recalls,

wisteria vines, like other legumes, often thrive in
poo� soil, the book said.
something called rhizobia.

Their secret is
These are microscopic

bugs that live underground in little knots on the
roots.

They suck nitrogen gas right out of the

soil and turn it into fertilizer for the plant.
(227)
Like Turtle's diagnosis regarding her stunted growth, this
natural image, strongly related to the novel's title,
reiterates the interdependence of Taylor's nontraditional
family.

Kingsolver closes the novel with one last image to

reinforce the undetachable and unpredictable ties of
relationships and nature as Turtle sings "her vegetable soup
song, except now there were people mixed in with the beans
and potatoes: Dwayne Ray, Mattie, Esperanza, Lou Ann and all
the rest • • • And [Taylor] who was the main ingredient"
(232).

Losing herself to become part of a family represents

the new American family, one that can consist of individuals
not tied by blood, but by commonalities and love that allow
members the ability to function as a successful whole.

Now,

in this second Westward trip, Taylor and Turtle are not
aimlessly searching for a place to go, but are returning to
their family in Tucson.
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Chapter Two

Pigs in Heaven: "'the people you won't let go for anything'"
Kingsolver's 1993 sequel to The Bean Trees, Pigs in
Heaven, continues the story of Taylor Greer's quest to
understand herself and her family.

Both Taylor and her now

adopted daughter, Turtle, come to understand how their family
grows to include the Cherokee.

This novel incorporates

Kingsolver's social commentary on issues such as Native
Americans' heritage and mistreatment, television's impact on
America, and the cultural consequences (materialism and
selfishness) of the "me generation."

By portraying Native

Americans as a group that society continues to mistreat and
cheat, the author uses Taylor's heritage to demonstrate
successful interaction with different cultures.

Television,

moreover, mesmerizes and brainwashes its viewers, ultimately
possessing the capability to destroy relationships.

In

addition to being harmful to children, it monopolizes adults'
lives and prevents them from establishing the bonds necessary
for effective human involvement.

Kingsolver also depicts the

"me generation's" concern with physical appearance.

By

introducing Barbie, a living model of the actual doll,
Kingsolver shares how one woman's obsession with beauty
hinders intellectual stimulation and emotional gratification.
These political issues help to depict the state of constant
change the American family undergoes in a ti.me dominated by
objects.
By using irony, Kingsolver helps to emphasize Native

American's plights, television's impact, and America's
selfishness.
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For example, Turtle's intolerance to milk shows

her rejection_of current society.

Since traditional America

associates milk with childhood health, Turtle's inability to
drink it because of her culture displays the varying roles of
American family members.

This issue also reveals cultural

differentiation that extends beyond appearance and behavior.
Another source of irony comes from Kingsolver's extensive use
of birds, which often predict events characters will undergo
or react to.

Traditionally, birds represent freedom as their

ability to fly allows unrestrained movement and travel, but
in this novel they demonstrate Taylor's lack of freedom and
her inevitable return to and ties with the Cherokee.
As in The Bean Trees, Kingsolver uses nature imagery to
reflect the stages of Taylor's movement towards her larger
understanding of family.

In this novel, however, most images

involve animals rather than plants to demonstrate behavioral
interaction more than personal growth and change; even the
title of each novel hints to the dominant type of imagery
used.

For instance, in Pigs in Heaven varieties of birds

mirror events occurring in characters' lives, and tales and
events revolving around pigs (the subject of an important
Native American myth) act as a source for human interaction
and moral lessons, especially in the Cherokee town of Heaven.
This name connotes the most perfect place in the world, but
actually serves as the source of trouble in Taylor's life;
finally, when these difficulties are resolv ed and family
members understand their connections to each other, the name
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fits more appropriately.
To continue the cyclical imagery from The Bean Trees,

Kingsolver separates this novel into three sections: Spring,
Summer and Fall, a division which not only maintains the
rebirth theme of The Bean Trees but also describes the phases
of Taylor's changes as she identifies with her family
heritage.

During the Spring section, the first phase of the

novel, Taylor continues to enjoy her daughter and involvement
with her nontraditional family, both of which continue to
Movement into the Summer section comes after Taylor

grow.

and Turtle have left Tucson and make their final stop at
Hoover Dam, the site that brought them so much attention.
With this phase Taylor attempts to establish some roots and
connections but cannot.

Finally, as Taylor notices the

damage of Turtle's milk intolerance, she decides to return
East, and Kingsolver takes readers into the last section of
the novel, Fall.

Here, some permanent changes regarding

Turtle's future as well as Taylor's understanding of family
occur.

Realizing that family includes heritage and that it

lies in a constant state of fluctuation becomes the central
idea with which Kingsolver leaves her readers.
Kingsolver opens the novel with the Spring section to
plant the seeds for Taylor's familial expansion; in this part
she introduces Taylor's, Turtle's, and Alice's other ties to
the Cherokee, makes political statements involving television
and materialistic appearance, and continues to use nature,
especially animals, to mirror human behavior.

As she did in

The Bean Trees, Kingsolv�r chooses to devote separate

\

chapters to individual characters, who will blend as their
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lives begin to overlap and as these members eventually
discover they are all part of a larger family.

Taylor, who

believes she has a new family (Turtle, Mattie, Lou Ann,
Dwayne Ray, and Jax, her live-in boyfriend), never realizes
that her tour of Hoover Dam with Turtle will change her life
forever.

Now, Turtle is six, and she and her mother have a

good relationship; Turtle is "the miracle Taylor wouldn't
have let in the door if it had knocked.

But that's what

Turtle has "been marked in

miracles are, she supposes" (10).

life by a great many things, and Taylor's odd brand of
maternal love is by far the kindest among them" (12).

By the

time this sequel begins, both mother and daughter have
settled into a healthy relationship as each provides the
other with different perspectives about the world.

Clearly,

Taylor continues to represent the rise of single mothers
during the Seventies and Eighties.
Displaying the normalcy in Taylor's and TUrtle's
relationship helps to promote Kingsolver's idea that a break
from the traditional family is not detrimental.

While at

Hoover Dam, Turtle, who often sees "something Taylor never
even saw at the time," watches a man fall into a hole by the
dam.

This bizarre incident occurs while the "white bird with

scabbed yellow feet lands in front of Lucky," the unlucky
retarded man who would fall into the pit, and "looks straight
at Lucky with a mean eye" (13).

Again, a bird mirrors human

action, though this bird actually foreshadows the events of
the next few moments when a mentally handicapped man reaches

for a shimmering can in the water and falls.

By choosing a
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white bird to forecast a terrible event, Kingsolver revolts
against traditional color imagery of white representing good
and black evil.

Here, white connotes ambiguity, revealing

Kingsolver's varied portrayal of birds and colors throughout
the novel.

At times, they follow traditional

interpretations, and at others they function in an opposite
manner.

Taylor, who initially thinks Turtle has seen this

happening on TV (she, like Alice's husband, is addicted to
it), listens to the details and finally asks, "'Turtle, are
you telling the absolute truth?'" (15).

Upset at doubting

Turtle, Taylor turns the car around and heads back to Hoover
Dam before her daughter responds.

Taylor knows "she'll never

ask Turtle that question again" because of their trusting,
close relationship (15).
Kingsolver shows how society's disbelief of children
could prove fatal.

When the two return to the dam, nobody

wants to believe the claim because an adult did not witness
the accident.

Taylor, still an assertive woman, responds to

the disbelieving officer,
sir, you're intimidating your witness here.
saw what she_says she saw.
miss much.

She

My daughter doesn't

When your boss gets here she could tell

him how hilarious you looked when we found you up
here snoring·on your shift.

So you want to take

some happy pills and try acting a little nicer to
us, or what? (16)
Eventually, after Turtle provides the custodian a description
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of the fallen man, Lucky Buster, whose unlucky actions do not
fit his name, comes up from the hole "wrapped in rubber
rescue blankets and strapped down tightly from forehead to
ankles" (21).

Kingsolver's ironic use of the name "lucky"

may not be all that ironic.

In this novel Taylor and Turtle

actually become lucky, though initially they do not believe
so, as they discover a larger family through the publicity
this man's tragedy provides.
After the excitement at the Hoover Dam, Taylor finds
relief in going home to Tucson, where the rest of her family
awaits and where she assumes she can resume her everyday
routine.

That night, the protagonist returns to "the first

boyfriend she's ever had" (33) and puts Turtle to bed.

These

typical familial actions of seeing a lover, putting a child
to bed, and catching up on missed business all demonstrate
how Taylor has settled into her family.

While she lacked

this type of environment in The Bean Trees, Taylor, now
comfortable in a "wife" and mother role, enjoys her
nontraditional, unconforming family consisting of
distinctively different people brought together by chance
encounters.

These close bonds will be challenged as a result

of the events at Hoover Dam, as Taylor and Turtle become
united with the Cherokee Nation.
Establishing the connections and circumstances for
which Taylor, Turtle, and Alice will return to Heaven,
Oklahoma and their Cherokee heritage, begins when Annawake
Fourkiller comes to question Taylor about her illegal
adoption of Turtle. Several days after the "Oprah" show for

child heroes, Taylor becomes uprooted from her now familiar
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lifestyle to her as she learns of Annawake Fourkiller's
intentions to return Turtle to a Native American family.
Sitting on her front porch trying to keep the birds away from
her apricot tree, the protagonist wonders why this "old
knotty thing planted so long ago" now produces so much fruit;
she concludes that it must be "some prolific internal cycle"
(69).

Cyclical nature helps to establish why Kingsolver

chooses to open the novel with a Spring section.

Leaving The

Bean Trees, a novel full of rebirth imagery, and coming into
a novel beginning with the season of rebirth helps to connect
the two.

Sitting with Lou Ann in her exercise outfit,

representative of the Eighties fitness craze, the two women
ward off the birds by throwing sticks and rocks until Lou
Ann's dreadlocked boyfriend arrives and suggests how a
transistor radio would keep the birds away.

This type of a

radio demonstrates how marunade devices disrupt natural
envirorunents; just as television contains the potential to
pull apart relationships, radios and their music can disrupt
a colony of birds.

The loud and active voices of the

cicadas, who "scream brightly from the throw scrub around the
house," (70) forecast the obvious upheaval about to take
place in Taylor's life.

Depicting cicadas as screaming

rather than chirping noisily connotes the fierce battle ahead
between Annawake and Taylor and reflects Kingsolver's use of
the animal world to mirror human behavior.

Both women

possess strong personalities and will stop at nothing to have
their voices heard regarding their side of the issue.

As
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Taylor tries to sit calmly and outsmart the attacking birds,
Annawake Fourkiller arrives, like the birds, to zero in on
her target, Turtle; Kingsolver uses nature and its creatures'
conflicts (whether they involve space or possessions} to
launch the upcoming battle involving family, heritage, and
mothering.
If Taylor is not tough,

she risks losing her daughter

to Annawake and what she has come to define as her family.
While Taylor clings to a tree branch trying to attach a
radio, Annawake arrives to inquire about Turtle's adoption.
As Taylor mentions that everything there (Tucson} has thorns,
Annawake connnents, "tough life in the desert, I guess.

Be

prickly or be eaten" (72), which not only applies to
vegetation, but to human behavior.

Prior to Annawake

announcing the purpose of her visit, the two begin to get
acquainted.

Over a cup of coffee, both women realize how the

other's accent sounds ·familiar.
accent makes me homesick.

Taylor comments, "your

I know its Okie, but to me it

doesn't sound far off from Kentucky," while Annawake
responds, "I was just thinking that .
to me.
(73).

Almost.

you sound like home

There's a difference but I can't name it"

Like the first time Taylor meets Lou Ann in The Bean

Trees and hears a familiar accent, dialect initially draws
these two women together, though neither realizes how Taylor
will become a part of the Cherokee Nation.

Fiddling with the

stove,
Taylor takes in Annawake's appearance: her black
brush of hair all seems to radiate out from a

single point, the widow's peak in her forehead.
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Her skin is a beautiful pottery color you want to
touch, like Turtle's.

She's wearing a maroon

cotton shirt with blue satin ribbons stitched on
the yoke and shoulder seams. (73)
Now, physical appearance draws Taylor's attention to this
stranger whose hairs mirror the thorns of blooming cacti in
the desert; both beings appear beautiful and make others want
to touch them, but both contain elements that can pierce and
hurt instantaneously.
After this introductory period, Annawake discloses the
purpose of her visit, which causes Taylor's view of herself
and family to go deeper than her Tucson family and Kentucky
mother.

This revelation begins almost simultaneously with

the pair's acknowledgement of the blaring music (which is
Jax's band called the Irascible Babies) coming from the
apricot tree.

The band's title suggests the anger and

seething emotion both women feel about Turtle's adoption, as
well as her possible reaction, though she will likely
withdraw rather than cry.
• • • play games.

The lyrics that yell, "'big boys

Their toys • • • follow me home.

Big boys

play games, big bang, you're gone . • • ,'" signal the
upcoming battle between Taylor and Annawake Fourkiller (73).
When the Native American lawyer bluntly states, "'Turtle's
�doption may not be valid,' Taylor's cup stops an inch from
her lips, and for nearly a half a minute she does not appear
to breathe" (75).

The explanation of how the law gives

tribes the final decision with adoptions to prevent their

children from going into non-Native American homes leaves
Taylor practically speechless.
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Sharing Turtle's abuse

stories and how she was a "bruised apple" (76) three years
ago, Taylor once again turns to nature, as in The Bean Trees,
to describe her daughter.

Shocked by the entire incident,

Taylor responds, "'and now that she's a cute little adorable
child and gets famous and goes on television, now you want
her back"' (76).

Denying that Turtle's fame has anything to

do with wanting her back, Annawake admits that television
"'brought her to our attention'" (76).

The importance of

television and the possibility that this lawyer would even
see this particular episode continue Kingsolver's theme of
chance encounters that began in The Bean Trees.

Using chance

in both novels allows Kingsolver to show how unexpected
events and encounters the human, animal, and plant kingdoms
can have lasting influenes with those species involved.
Kingsolver uses the birds who have left the apricot
tree, but will return, as a metaphor to emphasize Taylor's
anger over Annawake's claim.

Indignant over the entire

situation, Taylor strongly tells Annawake, "'you don't get
Turtle"' ( 7 6 ) •

The lawyer, who only wants the child to

understand her �eritage, asks if she likes milk; when Taylor
responds, "'she loves it.

We buy it by the gallon'" (78),

Annawake does not connnent but knows Native Americans have an
intolerance for·it.

She, like the birds in the apricot tree,

has gone silent, momentarily ceasing her fight.

Following

Annawake's departure, Taylor notices that "at this moment the
taped music has reached its end, and gone quiet.

One by one
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the birds emerge from the desert and come back to claim their
tree" (78).

The birds' return to the now quiet tree reflects

the resurgence of Taylor's troubles with child custody.

Like

the music that briefly kept the birds away, Taylor has
temporarily succeeded in gaining custody of Turtle, but she
now faces the predators that aim to takeover her life.
Bird imagery also supports Kingsolver's larger idea of
family that includes diverse groups of people bonded by one
element.

Stressing to Jax (since Taylor and Turtle have left

Tucson) that Turtle needs to have "connections with her
people," a "chorus of bird chatter rises from the mesquite
thicket" (84).

Listening to the "monotonous croon of a dove,

a woodpecker's laugh, and stitched through it all, the
intermittent shriek of crickets" makes Annawake prefer "the
whole song to any of its solo voices" (84). Ironically,
preferring the group (Cherokee) over the individual will
sever Turtle from Taylor, yet encompass each into a larger
family.
In addition to portraying a theme centered on family,
Kingsolver also introduces three major social themes
reflective of the Eighties: the role telephones play in
keeping families in touch, the negative results of watching
television, and the American citizen's self-centered
obsession with shopping and personal needs.

Though this

novel does not become dominated with these issues, Kingsolver
admits she has to tell herself,

"'Don't preach!'

I have to

work very hard to refrain from diatribe because I feel very
strongly about human rights and human justice" (Ross 134).

She also comments,
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"'I've always had this absolute belief in

my ability to change things • • • I do what I do because
that's the on�y moral option to me'" (Neill and Haederle
110).
Using the telephone and television, Kingsolver depicts
how the first keeps family in touch and how the second tears
relationships apart.

Opening the novel using the phone image

with which she concludes The Bean Trees not only bridges the
two novels but shows how most of America keeps in touch with
family.

Now, three years later, Alice, unhappily remarried

to Harland, wants to call Taylor and share her emotions, but
does not because of the difference in time zones.

Alice

represents the failed male-female relationships in Taylor's
family, and Kingsolver identifies television as a main
culprit to the relationship's failure.

As Alice blames

Harland's TV addiction on their failed marriage she comments,
he watches cable TV with perfect vigilance, as if
he's afraid he'll miss the end of the world--though
he doesn't bother with CNN, which, if the world did
end, is where taped footage would run.

Harland

prefers the Home Shopping Channel because he can
follow it with the sound turned off. (4)
Birds mirror Alice's struggle to remain in her everyday
lifeless marriage with a husband who would rather watch TV
than communicate, while the world continues existing around
her.

Frustrated over the situation, "a mockingbird lands on

the tip of a voluntary mulberry that has grown up through the
hedge" (6).

While the sun rises, the bird struggles to stay

on, "flapping to stay balanced" (6) and soon flies to perch
on the TV antenna.
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Like the bird, Alice fights to maintain

an equilibrium within her relationship, though television
ruined it.
Television also acts as the main culprit of Taylor's
conflict regarding the Cherokee Nation.

Without the TV news

media capturing Lucky's rescue at Hoover Dam and Turtle's
role in it, the duo would have never appeared on the "Oprah
Winfrey" episode about child heroes.

Unknowing to Taylor and

Turtle, a Cherokee lawyer, Annawake Fourkiller (whose name
suggests toughness and tenacity), will see the show Turtle is
on, recognize her as a Cherokee, realize Taylor's adoption of
her is not legal because of th� Indian Child Welfare Act, and
decide to investigate the case and return Turtle to a
Cherokee family.

Without television and the exposure it

gives people, Taylor and Turtle's lives would never be
disrupted.

Clearly, Kingsolver uses the growing popularity

of television and the vast number of people it reaches to
demonstrate its effect on people's lives.

Now, as in the

Fifties, the TV continues to be capable of destroying
relationships (Alice's marriage and Taylor's adoption).
Television also introduces Kingsolver's depiction of_
materialistic, self-centered America.

In addition to the

"Oprah" show functioning as the source of months of turmoil
and conflict for Taylor, it also introduces the fashion craze
and importance placed on self-image.

Producers, who want

Turtle to look feminine and delicate, attempt and fail to get
Turtle to wear a frilly dress rather than her overalls.

Taylor is blind to the reasons behind dressing her daughter
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up "like Barbie's baby sister" (46) and sides with her
daughter.

This comment becomes more significant when Taylor,

Turtle, and Alice meet a woman named Barbie, who dresses
exactly like her namesake's counterpart and travels with the
threesome.

Kingsolver uses Barbie as the main source to

reveal America's selfishness.
Not only does TV expose Taylor's case to lawyers, but
also to a materialistic, self-centered product of the "me
generation" named Barbie.

While eating lunch in a restaurant

in Las Vegas, the waitress, Barbie, recognizes Taylor and
Turtle from the "Oprah" episode that also featured how a
"Barbie Dream Convertible was used to save a young girl's
life" (134).

Again, TV's influence and audience is immense.

This waitress boasts how she has the "largest personal
collection of Barbie-related items in the entire world"
(134).

Only able to discuss topics primarily related to

herself and fashion, Kingsolver exaggerates an individual's
concern for self and materialistic possessions.

Later,

Kingsolver shows this obsession more as Barbie takes Turtle
from toy store to toy store looking for new Barbie outfits
from which she will design her own.

Not only does television

play an important factor in Barbie noticing of the family,
chance also contributes and carries over another theme from
The Bean Trees.
After leaving Tucson, the pair find themselves with few
alternatives and must rely on chance for their future.

On

the run, Taylor and her daughter sit in a motel room deciding

where to go.

By fleeing with Turtle, Taylor's actions
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parallel many Eighties parents who kidnapped their children
during child custody cases.

Families of the Eighties, like

Taylor and Turtle, differed from those of past generations in
that they were more mobile.

The connection to their "roots"

was not as strong, partially due to the Sixties and Seventies
revolt against authority, including family.

She tells Turtle

that she wants to go "someplace lucky," to which her daughter
replies, "Sesame Street" (94).

Talking to Jax that night via

telephone, the only link to home and family, Taylor learns
that Annawake claims to be on their side.

With this short

scene, birds, telephones, and television all come together
through Kingsolver's main thematic concern involving family.
The next day, after shopping for groceries, the protagonist
finds an envelop on her windshield with fifty dollars in it;
the sender has left the·reimbursement on the wrong car, and
now, a financially strapped mother and her daughter have
lucked into the money.

Chance, again, alters the behavior

and decisions of those involved.

Taylor explains this event

by telling Turtle, "'we're lucky,'" and she decides to go to
"a place where people try their luck," Las Vegas (102).
Separated from other family members, Taylor's growth will
cease (as will this section) though she will search,
unsuccessfully, to establish her roots and develop.

Taylor

will enter a dry spell, similar to a summer drought,
regarding her emotional and familial development.

Driving to

their new destination, Turtle asks to stop at Hoover Dam,
where she throws unripened apricots that have been rolling
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around in the car into the same hole where Lucky Buster fell.
While Turtle throws the last tangible connection to her
Tucson home, she shouts, "Lucky, Lucky, Lucky, Lucky," when,
in fact, this hole is actually the source of their bad luck
(104) •
Ironically, this section ends where the Greer family's
trouble originated (Hoover Dam), and Kingsolver proceeds to
the Summer section, as Taylor attempts to flourish, but
cannot, in her new environment.

Though Kingsolver

incorporates more social commentary into this section, she
continues to follow issues concerning family, Native
Americans, self-centeredness, and telephones.

As decided,

Taylor and Turtle drive to Las Vegas, where the protagonist
hopes that luck will turn the fifty dollars into much more;
instead, after increasing her winnings, she loses all of it.
Kingsolver defines motherhood through the sacrifices for
her child as Alice leaves Harland forever and flies out to
help her daughter.

Like Taylor and Turtle, Alice has never

been on a plane and "feels this shows an unusual degree of
togetherness" (125) as well as a strong biological bond of a
mother willing to leave a husband, home, and job for her
needy daughter.

Once her mother arrives, Taylor releases

many of her trapped emotions which she had kept in control
for Turtle's well-being.
and fall apart.

Alice tells her,

"'you go ahead

That•·s what I'm here for"' (128).

Like

Taylor in The Bean Trees, Alice compares her daughter to
nature; she comments,

"'Taylor, I can't believe my ears.

Look at you, slim as a grass snake" (170).

Alice, who has

not seen the pair in months, notices how "Taylor's skin is
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much lighter than Turtle's but her hair is nearly as dark,
and they share something physical, a beautiful way of holding
still when they're not moving.

Alice reminds herself that

it's not in the blood, they've learned this from each other"
This strong resemblance demonstrates that the extent

(138).

of the mother-daughter relationship Taylor and Turtle have
formed is evident to others, not just themselves.
Concerned with their lack of "roots," Alice, Taylor,
and Turtle decide to leave Las Vegas in search of another
home and better luck.

Checking out of the motel, Barbie,

fired from her job and now homeless, joins the others, who
will witness her superficiality and selfishness.
with appearance dominates Barbie's existence.

Concern

Barbie, who

signs her name, Barbie TM, was born in 1959, the same year
Mattel developed the original Barbie.

Aspiring to be an

actress, she comments, "life is full of surprises" (140), to
which Taylor agrees.

Though Taylor wants to get rid of this

woman, "Alice thinks of the sad outfit at the Delta Queen
[the restaurant where they met] and can't imagine the depths
of this poor girl's delusion" and insists she stay with them
(140-1).
For Kingsolver, Barbie represents the appearance
oriented, self-centered America.

Concerned with their money,

clothes, and bodies, Americans have little interest in those
suffering, like the Native Americans.

Throughout the novel,

Kingsolver includes small facts regarding the plight of
Native Americans, such as the high alcoholism among them,
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their poor economic condition, corruption from casinos placed
on their reservations, and illegal adoptions.

Barbie

emphasizes how America's superficiality now dominates true
human concerns and how trivial most of the white man's
To bring these

concerns are compared to Native Americans.

points to a climax, Kingsolver shows how deceitful Barbie has
been to the group by hiding stolen money in her purse, yet
never offering to pay for any meals or gas.
Despite physical similarities to Barbie, Taylor rejects
and cannot even comprehend the superficiality of her attire
and personality.

When comparing herself to Barbie, Taylor,

who "matured at age nine" when another boy referred to her as
the "cleaning lady's girl" (165), notices how "she is thin
and leggy like Barbie, but feels like a member of an entirely
different species, one that wears canvas sneakers with holes
in the toes instead of fluffy slippers with small heels"
(165).

Taylor wonders if Barbie's condition "is some new

national trend like a crop disease.
(165).

Failure to mature"

Kingsolver uses this phrase, similar to the "failure

to thrive condition" mentioned in The Bean Trees, to describe
events during the summer section; both phrases indicate a
developmental lacking that hinders physical development for
Turtle and emotional development for Lucky and Barbie.

As

the group decides to stay in their first motel, Taylor
notices how Barbie, like Lucky Buster, "doesn't strike all
the right chords as a true adult" (165).

Barbie, however, is

not the only one to lack maturation during this segment.
None of the Greer women can flourish on this haphazard

trip because they lack ties to their heritage and other
family members.
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As the group drives into the desert, Alice

comments how the desert looks like "a whole lot of nothing"
(144).

Not only is Alice blind to hidden life in the desert,

but Kingsolver uses it as a metaphor for the emotional void
in this family's life.

This reaction also reflects Taylor's

life in The Bean Trees when she leaves Kentucky, initially
innocent of the natural world; however, with the help of
establishing a nontraditional family, she awakens to its
various inhabitants.

Alice, who will begin to thrive in

Oklahoma, is willing to do anything to further her daughter's
best interests.

Clearly, both Alice and Taylor's reactions

are similar; each will do whatever it takes to help her
daughter.
When Alice chooses to return to the Cherokee Nation to
sort out their troubles, she begins to experience emotional
growth.

This growth, parallel to that which farmers expect

during summer, demonstrates Kingsolver's belief that a return
to heritage triggers emotional growth and satisfaction.
Eventually, Alice reaches Sugar, who becomes excited over
Alice's arrival, and begins her reunion with the Cherokee
Nation.

Here, she will establish a deeper family link.

Though Sugar cannot imagine what Alice will think of Heaven,
she "feels rocked in the bosom of family.

All these people

are related to Roscoe [Sugar's husband] and herself and her
children.

Probably she could pick out any two people in

Cherokee Country and track the human path that links their
families" ( 186).

....
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When Alice first arrives in Heaven, Kingsolver includes
a description of the ills suffered by Native Americans
resulting from greedy, self-centered white Americans to
emphasize the differing value systems.

For white America,

profit motivates people, but for Native Americans, tradition
and the whole tribe take precedence.

Alice notes that the

area does not look like a heaven at all, but an area
suffering from economic hardship, where "everybody here has
been out of work for the last forty years" (189).

sugar

agrees that the area has problems and attributes them to the
federal government, who "cut up the land into small packets
and gave one to each family; since the people here had no
thoughts of land as something to be given or taken
permanently," they were taken advantage of by "clever
investors" (189).

While the two cousins begin to reacquaint

themselves, Sugar explains how Heaven's name comes from a
familiar water hole where children once loved to play and who
called it "the best place" (191); translated into English,
outsiders misinterpreted the name and thought they meant the
best place ever, Heaven, when really they meant the best
place around that area.

During this conversation, "birds

sing loudly in the trees" (191), forecasting the loving
relationship the two cousins will rediscover.

Birds also

enter the conversation as Sugar explains how the Cherokee
hope ostrich farming will help their finances.

Mirroring

upcoming human behavior, Kingsolver uses these birds to
predict the happiness, hope, and success that will arrive in
this family's life.

The ostrich and Taylor, both somewhat

foreign to this Heaven, Oklahoma, will eventually thrive in
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it.
While Alice, Taylor, Turtle and Barbie travel, Jax and
his telephone serve as the link between Taylor and Annawake.
Shortly after their meeting in Tucson, Annawake writes Jax to
explain her position.

Stressing that Turtle will eventually

be exposed to societal prejudice, Annawake compares herself
to a hawk which has "lost my other wing" (149).

Using this

comparison, Annawake's function as the strong bird who looks
out for others becomes clearer; by the novel's end, her plan
will be the reason for the pleasant outcome regarding
Turtle's custody.

Emphasizing the number of calls Jax

receives from Taylor, Barbie comments, "'you guys are like,
E.T. phone home on this vacation'" (172).

Barbie's concern

for herself prevents her from noticing that these women are
not on a vacation, but searching for some type of grounding,
stability, and constancy.

Her shallowness and selfishness

throughout the novel inhibit her development and eventually
motivate her to leave them in search of her own future.
Kingsolver continues to use natural cycles as a
metaphor, and uses a coyote attack to describe his
loneliness.

Distraught over his separation from Taylor, "Jax

feels entirely separate from his hands as he looks out the
window" (180) •

A coyote nearby leaps for a nesting dove, but

only comes out with a mouth full of sticks; he returns to the
nest and "consumes the eggs in ugly, snapping gulps" (180).
By this point, "Jax is crying.

He feels deeply confused

about whom he should blame for his losses" (180).

While
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Taylor represents the dove in this situation, who leaves the
dangerous situation, Annawake functions as the aggressive
coyote, who will stop at nothing to get something from her
attempts.

The nest and the eggs represent Jax and what

little he believes he has left.

Confused over this situation

and saddened by its outcome, Jax sees that "in natural
systems there is no guilt or virtue, only success and
failure, measured by survival and nothing more.
judge.

Time is the

If you manage to pass on what you have to the next

generation, then what you did was right" (180).

Patiently,

he waits to learn about Taylor's location and plans, worried
about the future, yet realizing he has no control over
natural cycles and their outcomes.
Soon after Alice goes to Heaven and begins her own
emotional blossoming, Taylor finds a job as a Handi-Van
driver, and Kingsolver moves readers into the last segment of
the novel: Fall.

In this section Taylor will understand the

importance of heritage, which will change her life forever.
Though Taylor finds employment in this section, she and
Turtle never earn enough to survive.

Eventually, financial

need and Turtle's milk intolerance persuade Taylor to face
her adoption problem, and the two return East.

Kingsolver

titles the last portion Fall to represent the more permanent
changes Taylor, Turtle, and Alice experience through
accepting their Native American ties, though they will
continue to fluctuate.

This season of constant change

displays how Taylor's link with the Cherokee completes her
quest for family, though it, like the American family, will
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continue to evolve.
Though Kingsolver concentrates this section on family,
she still comments on egotistical America and television's
impact on its viewers.

While Taylor drives the Handi-Van,

Barbie, continuing to represent self-centered America,
babysits Turtle.

One day Taylor comes home from work and

finds the two "on the patio behind the kitchen • • • •
Barbie has on a pink bikini and is lying on a bedspread,
working on her tan.

She looks like some kind of exotic bird

tragically trapped in a rotten cage" (201-2).

Barbie's

physical appearance and personal concerns take priority over
anything and anybody, including Turtle, who must adjust to
her actions.

Barbie even utilizes Turtle, who has been

"cutting out gold foil stars and gluing them onto a short
denim skirt Barbie found at a store called Second Hand Rose,"
while she works on her tan, "an important element of her
personal identity" (202).

comparing this woman to an

outlandish, trapped bird emphasizes the irony of such a
physically perfect person finding herself living in ugly
surroundings.

Though Kingsolver primarily uses Barbie to

show America's infatuation with appearance, she also uses
Taylor.

Since Turtle will be starting fi�st grade shortly,

her mother becomes concerned with her wardrobe; Taylor wants
her daughter to miss the teasing she endured as a child over
her school clothes.

Taylor's materialistic concerns are not

selfish, but revolve around her daughter's well-being.

In

addition to being concerned over Turtle's wardrobe, Taylor is
worried about not providing an adequate diet.

Barbie's selfishness climaxes when Taylor and Turtle
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return one day to find that she left unexpectedly to pursue
her own dreams, not concerned about what this decision means
for Taylor and Turtle. Venturing off on her own, Barbie
takes a picture of Jax, perhaps trying to claim a bit of
Taylor's life.

Turtle, who thinks Barbie left because of her

is upset but calms down when her mother explains, "she's just
a nut case.

She's the kind of person that can only think

about herself, and she just decided she had to move on"
(212).

Not only does Barbie's departure leave Turtle upset,

but it leaves her without a baby sitter; now, Taylor, who
cannot afford child care, must figure out another plan for
survival.

Like other single mothers of the Seventies and

Eighties, child-care becomes an important issue for working
mothers on low-incomes.

Taylor allows Turtle to ride around

with her on her route until school starts in a few weeks.
Kingsolver also uses Turtle to show how materialistic America
has become.

Turtle complains to her mother how the other

kids make fun of her lack of outfits; Taylor, who is worried
that "they're all going to grow up like Barbie," (288)
explains to her daughter how she "copped an attitude" when
that happened to her (287).

In addition to being emoti9nally

upset at other students' comments, Turtle also admits a
physical pain: her chronic stomach ache.
When the doctor announces Turtle's intolerance for.milk,
Taylor decides to return to Heaven and confront her problems;
this intolerance functions as the separation between these
two races and forces Taylor to acknowledge that Turtle needs

to understand her heritage.

Through this decision, though,
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Taylor will also discover her own heritage and will actively
be linked to the Cherokee Nation forever though the judge's
decision to provide joint custody between Taylor and Cash.
Ironically ro+lk, which America associates with good health,
hurts Turtle despite Taylor's attempts at good-mothering; it
functions as the catalyst for change.

Tired of running from

the situation, Taylor calls her mother and tells her she is
coming to face Annawake and the custody battle.
Now, Alice, who has been in Heaven several weeks,
understands how this area can be called Heaven and begins,
herself, to bloom in this environment.

Through Sugar's

guidance Alice, like Taylor in The Bean Trees, begins to see
the beauty of the land she originally said "had gone to pigs
and whistles" (188).

Similar to Taylor who noticed purple

flowers in Mattie's junkyard, Alice "spies the purple-veined
shoots clustered in a sunny spot beside the road" (221).
Both women, through another's guidance, become exposed to
beautiful sites where beauty is not normally associated.
Upon seeing this beauty, each woman's development concerning
self and family occurs.

In addition to bonding with her

cousin, Alice visits Annawake, who still sees family as "a
color, a notion as fluid as a river" (2 2 7 ) •

Explaining how

Taylor is "a mess, all uprooted," (229) Alice also shares how
she, her daughter, and her granddaughter are "doomed to be a
family with no men in it" (231).

This point, along with

Annawake's knowledge that Alice has blood ties to the Nation,
causes the lawyer to "hatch the most reckless plan of her
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life" (232) •
Unlike the self-centered, appearance-oriented whites,
the Cherokee consider the whole tribe rather than the
individual.

Attention to culture and its preservation also

dominates their thoughts and actions.

Through these scenes,

Kingsolver presents glimpses of life on a reservation as well
as extreme contrasts with American culture.

Annawake

realizes the importance of the Nation, but also understands
the strong mother-daughter bond that exists between Taylor
and Turtle.

Wanting to please both families and

understanding the significance of each in Turtle's life, she
sees the possible relationship between Cash and Alice as a
logical solution.

Annawake secretly plots to involve Alice

and Cash Stillwater, Turtle's biological grandfather, in a
relationship, basically affirming her belief in Taylor's
mothering while simultaneously abiding by the laws of the
Nation.

By planting the seeds to the town gossip (Letty)

that Alice is "dying to meet Cash Stillwater" (234), Annawake
lets her plan begin.

Alice, who learns through "Roscoe's

sister-in-law Letty • • • [that] Cash is sweet on Alice"
(252), agrees to have a date with him, though confused over
the situation since the two have never met.
takes Alice to a stomp dance.

Eventually, Cash

There, Alice, is "fascinated"

(264), learns more about her distant relatives, who are
"simply people having a good time in each other's company,
because they want to" (269).

Later that night, Alice cannot

believe it is 2:00 AM because "people are still driving in .
The crowd has grown to several hundred .

• The music and
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her
and
hypnotic,
and
repetitious
and
comforting
are
movement
body slips into its place in the endless motion.

For the

first time she can remember, Alice feels completely included"
(271).

With.this description, Kingsolver reveals Alice's

acceptance of her heritage, which will eventually lead to
Taylor's.

This mother is not conscious of herself but of the

entire Cherokee tribe.

Following this night, Sugar helps

Alice to become enrolled with the Nation, which will help in
Turtle's custody battle.
Television also demonstrates its influence of the Native
Americans, showing that no culture can remain entirely immune
to it.

As Cash and Alice's relationship grows stronger, the

two discover the link between them: Turtle.

Cash explains

how one of his daughters dies and the other gave his
granddaughter, Lacey, to a stranger passing through, Alice
realizes that this woman is Taylor and Turtle is Lacey.

Even

with this serious moment, Kingsolver reveals that this girl's
name came from the TV show "Lacey and somebody," Cash
comments, again to present the influence of television on all
parts and cultures in America (322).
As Taylor travels eastward, reflective of her journey
with Estevan and Esperanza, she has no idea how her
conception of family is about to change and deepen through
Turtle's gained independence and each's ties to the Cherokee.
Kingsolver uses the metaphor of a dead armadillo to show how
Taylor's understanding of family has ended and to forecast
difficulties ahead.

When Taylor and Turtle drive toward

Heaven, Taylor notices a "dead armadillo • • with its four

feet and ta il all pointed at the heavens" (315).
its

Lying on
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back and alone, vulnerable to the eleme nts, mirror

Taylor's feel ings as she prepares to face A nnawake.

This

natural image pred icts the minimal loss Taylor (losing legal
guard ianship of Turtle) will exper ience as she reu nites with
the Cherokee. in Heaven.

The dead ani mal also depicts the

death how Taylor previously

ident if ied

family.

Upon

arri ving, Alice comments how thr illed she is that Turtle is
"in a baffl ing
(315).

new

phase of wa nting to have her own way"

Now, Turtle beg ins to abandon the clinging, dependent

aspect of her bei ng and starts to move toward independence.
With the completion of th is trip, the significance of
th is section's t itle, Fall, becomes more evident.
are the leaves changing, but the Greer family
family complet ion .
Greer family

Once rooted

is now,

in

is

Not o nly
near ing

its

the Cherokee Nation, the

years later, return ing home, wh ich

mirrors the E ight ies tre nd of many Americans searching to
discover their ancestral heritage.

Many Americans

no

lo nger

called themselves Amer icans, but, instead, African-America ns,
Ch inese-Amer icans, Hispa nic-Americans, etc.

Placing

importance on cultural differe nces to define various people
became important.
Turtle really

is

Moments before the Greers discover

if

related to Cash, all three notice how a

"yellow leaf falls off the rubber tree" (320), an image that
helps to reflect Taylor's despair as _she bel ieves life
w ithout Turtle would be "loveless, hopeless, bl ind.
forget all the colors" (320).

She will

When Taylor and Turtle go to

see Annawake, Turtle immediately recogni zes Cash, who "pulls

off his glasses and drops his face into his hands when he
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hears her call him '"Pop-pop'" (321).
Though Kingsolver demonstrates different family
compositions "in The Bean Trees and this novel, she now
concludes that one must formally call the group 'family' in
order for its members to truly function as one.

Naming for

the purpose of identification, whether among nontraditional
members or tribe members, becomes paramount in order for
family members to function as a unit.

When the counselor

asks Turtle about her family she responds,
one'" (324).

"'I don't have

This moment, though upsetting to Taylor, shows

her unable to comprehend a nontraditional family since she
and Taylor never call the group family, despite the fact that
Jax, Lou Ann, Dwayne Ray, and Mattie are her family.

Taylor

connnents, "when you never put a name on things, you're just
accepting that it's okay for people to leave you when they
feel like it" (328).
mother that family is
anything"' (328).

The protagonist goes on to tell her
"'the people you won't let go for

In Taylor's eyes, family means not

abandoning a member for any reason; in Turtle's case both her
cultural family and adoptive family held on to their member.
Despite the passage over several years, the Cherokee chooses
not to forget Turtle and works to bring her home, while
Taylor attempts to maintain her position; both are
successful.
Finally, the judge's ruling keeps Taylor linked to the
Cherokee forever.

Cash, who will share custody with Taylor,

will become Turtle's legal guardian.

The judge allows this

exception because Turtle "has formed a strong attachment to
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Taylor [and] • • • it would be devastating to break this
extreme attachment," (337).

In addition, the court will pay

for counseling, since the abuse she suffered occurred at the
hands of a Cherokee.

This decision displays the Eighties

rise in concern for children as well as legal cases that were
more concerned for children than in earlier decades.

During

the trial, the judge comments how "the child is part of
something larger, a tribe.
body.

Like a hand that belongs to the

Before we cut it off, we have to ask how the body will

take care of itself without that hand" (339).

This analogy

vividly explains both the Nation's and Kingsolver's views
regarding family.

One must stay in touch with his roots in

order to function successfully.

Though Taylor cringes at the

thought of giving her daughter up for "three months out of
the year" (339), when Cash asks Alice to marry him, and she
accepts, the requirement is a little less bothersome, knowing
that Turtle will be with her adoptive grandmother (Alice) and
biological grandfather (Cash).
To help depict the changing American family and roles of
women, Kingsolver metaphorically uses pigs to explain human
actions and reactions.

Kingsolver first introduces pigs to

show how Alice hates them when she realizes they want to eat
her remaining flowers and vegetables.

She shouts, "'Go on

home • • • I mean it • • . I'm not above turning all of you
into bacon'" (5).

Not only are "pigs turning out to be the

family curse" (5) (Alice's parents ran a hog farm fifty years
ago), but these animals represent the link between Alice and

her second cousin, Sugar.
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Sugar, Alice's tie to the

Cherokee, grew up with her on the hog farm; now, she lives in
Heaven and is "the most famous citizen of Heaven after posing
with a "pop bottle raised to her lips and a crown of daisies
in her hair, leaning against the WELCOME TO HEAVEN sign" for
a 1955 picture in Life magazine (7).

Alice uses this

connection to help solve Taylor's problem over Turtle's
custody.
Though Alice hates pigs in Kentucky, she eventually sees
the significance of their role in the Cherokee Nation.

This

importance links itself to the myth of the Six Pigs in Heaven
constellation and its depiction of a mother's love.

As

Annawake Fourkiller talks with Jax following Taylor's
departure, she explains how six nonworking boys ate the
leather ball soup their mothers made, got mad, and said,
"'only a pig would eat this'" (87).

Running to the

ceremonial grounds, the boys yelled to the spirits how their
mothers treated them like pigs, and the spirits turned them
into pigs.

As the boys kept running, they rose into the sky,

but were followed by one loving mother, who makes up the
seventh star of the constellation, attempting to do what is
best for her child.
the title of the

This myth, from which Kingsolver takes

novel, demonstrates a culture united by the

love of its members, who will stop at nothing to save one of
their own.

Both Taylor and Annawake display this mentality

as each attempts to bring Turtle home.

Eventually, both

Taylor and her daughter find their Cherokee home.
Celebrating unity in stomp dances or pig roasts helps to
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bring the Nation together, allowing different generations to
bond and remain close.

With Turtle's custody decision, the

Nation decides to have a pig roast to honor her return to the
tribe.

Related to the myth, Turtle functions as one of the

lost stars whose mother would not let her go; now, she has
finally come home.

On a larger scale, this event helps to

rejoin the Greer family with the Cherokee Nation.
At the end of the trial, not only does Taylor realize
her strong connection to the Nation, but Turtle begins to
formulate her understanding.

She asks her mother,

"'Those

people in there? Were they Pop-pop's family?"" (342), who
responds, "'Yep. Your family, to be exact"' (342).

Having

completed her understanding of family, Taylor must now begin
to help her daughter understand it.

As the pair leave to

drive to the pig roast, Taylor turns on her headlights "so
people will think its a funeral, and floors it right on
through the red" light (342).

Here, the headlights signify

Turtle's, as well as Taylor's, return to heritage, rather
than her retreat from it in The Bean Trees when, after
placing Turtle in Taylor's car, the unknown woman got into a
truck that drove away into the night with no lights on.

When

they arrive to_pick up Alice and Cash, they find him throwing
the television outside.

He gets his rifle and shoots it,

leaving the birds to "take note of the round black bullet
wound in the TV screen, a little right of the center but
still fatal" (342-3).

Now, Alice, whose "heart performs its

duties strangely inside her chest" (343), has no doubts of
marrying cash, who has destroyed the item that holds the

capability to destroy all relationships.
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Appropriately, "the

family of women is about to open its doors to men.
children, cowboys, and Indians" (343).

Men,

Kingsolver concludes

her novel with the completion of Taylor's personal
development as related to her ties with family;

Turtle's

quest for this understanding is just beginning.

The Greer

family has slowly returned to its heritage through difficult
uprootings for each member, but now firmly positioned in her
culture, each one awaits and holds the strength to nurture
male relationships.
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Conclusion

· Over the course of three years, Kingsolver describes the
evolution of Taylor Greer from a woman trapped in a hopeless
situation into one with opportunities for success.

More

importantly, though, Kingsolver uses family, both biological
and chosen, to show how one gains an understanding of self
through family.

Originally on a personal journey,

Taylor

alters her egotistical concerns into a compassion for and
interdependence with others; her own identity eventually
meshes with her new found family, producing not only a better
understanding of herself, but also a recognition of her
functioning with others and her world.

The Bean Trees and

Pigs in Heaven demonstrate Kingsolver's views about the
changing functions of women, children, and family in 1980's
America.

Her depiction of Taylor Greer's quest for self

identity and what this pursuit leads to reveals how-the
stereotypical roles of women, children, and family have
evolved since the Fifties.
Through the story of Taylor Greer, the traditional
(father, mother, and child) family is no longer a requirement
in mainstream America; instead, single mothers and single
women are able to choose their niche and function in it
successfully, offering and receiving advice, encouragement,
and support from others.

Kingsolver eliminates the

stereotypical roles of women and family as she illustrates
how taking charge of one's life, forming close bonds with
others who share common beliefs, and exploring one's heritage

=..:.::'.fJ
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can heighten one's understanding of the interaction and
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interdependence between herself, her family, and her world.
In addition to these two novels, Kingsolver's short
stories also reflect her beliefs concerning the American
family.

Published after The Bean Trees, "Homeland" and

"Quality Time" (collected in her 1989 Homeland and Other
Stories) anticipate ideas regarding heritage, family, and
relationships in

Pigs in Heaven.

Even Kingsolver admits

this collection includes stories "about people finding a
home, a place for themselves," themes portrayed in both
novels (Ross 287).

Again the theme of Kingsolver's Cherokee

heritage reveals itself as two grandchildren travel with
their grandparents to Cherokee, Tennessee, where the roots of
their family lie.

Arriving there, the grandmother becomes

upset at seeing her homeland's conversion into a tourist
site.

Similar to Kingsolver's and Taylor's own lives, the

prediction of Taylor's return to her heritage during Pigs in
Heaven surfaces.

Also, Kingsolver introduces political ideas

as she shares what happens when materialistic America invades
its own Native American roots.

Another story, "Quality

Time," first published in Redbook, describes a relationship
of a working mother, Miriam, trying to provide for her
daughter, Rennie.

The two encounter various obstacles as

they strengthen their relationship.

Like Taylor and Turtle,

both come to realize their close bond and interdependence.
Again, Kingsolver uses her short stories to experiment with
themes and issues that surface in both novels, but these
stories allow readers to understand Kingsolver's planning of
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themes and concerns evident in Pigs in Heaven.
In addition to trying out ideas in her short stories,
Kingsolver draws on personal experiences to develop her
characters and plots.

Until a more detailed study is

conducted of Kingsolver, who remains busy working on another
novel and raising her daughter (Camille), definite and
specific connections between her life and her works cannot be
made.

Readers and critics often wonder if she is Taylor

Greer.

To this question, Kingsolver comments, "I'm not

saying that I'm as brave as Taylor Greer, and I don't always
think as clearly as she does.

But she does sound a lot like

me; she talks the way I would if I didn't have a little more
education and hadn't become more refined over the years"
(Ross 287).

Even Kingsolver's friends comment about her ties

to Taylor; she says, "when they read the book, they heard me
[Kingsolver] reading it to them" (Ross 287).

Beyond personal

voice, Kingsolver relies on personal experiences and
knowledge to enhance her works.

Though her agent, Francis

Goldin, writes that "Barbara grew up in a family with a
mother, father and a sister and brother" (Goldin letter),
Kingsolver understood the cruelties of single-motherhood and
the entrapment of women as a child and adolescent, and now,
she is a single-mother.

Like Taylor, Kingsolver was born and

raised in Eastern Kentucky, where her father was a doctor,
and she eventually left to pursue a higher education.
However, growing up in such a depressed area of the country
during a time when roles of women and family changed
drastically, provides her with situations and scenarios in
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which to involve her characters.
Creating an interesting story is not the main goal of
Kingsolver, but to challenge readers to question issues and
ideals expressed by the characters and through particular
populations.

Though she once had to be careful not to

preach, Kingsolver now comments, "[I] give most of my
attention to the craft and just trust that, because I feel
strongly about social justice, ultimately whatever I write
will contain my passions" (Ross 286).

In The Bean Trees and

Pigs in Heaven Kingsolver focuses her sociological concerns
on the changing roles of women, family, and family roles
within an evolving American society.

Though these political

concerns vary, Neill and Haederle comment that "her writing
speaks best to women of a liberal bent, much like her;
Kingsolver's characters routinely take stands against U.S.
intervention in Central America, the poisoning of the
environment and the mistreatment of women and Native
Americans" (109).
Noting the changes of the American family and women over
her lifetime, Kingsolver's depictions offer a post-modern
view on these issues.

She accepts, basically, no definitions

of systems and beliefs and can make fun of past, traditional
beliefs.

Irony functions as a tool for her to mock

traditional beliefs involving women and family.

For example,

while milk functions as the source of a healthy childhood for
traditional America, Kingsolver uses Turtle's intolerance to
it to reveal this country's changing definition of what
constitutes a healthy family.

Instead of merely listing her

beliefs and depicting them through the spoken words of her
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characters, Kingsolver prefers to use images, names, and
events to reveal her perspectives on American values, human
development, and human interaction.
Kingsolver goes beyond her personal experiences to help
develop characters and themes for her works by using her
education as a biologist to include natural imagery that
mirrors character development and interaction.

Allowing

plants and animals to reflect human behavior demonstrates the
close bonds of man and nature.

Like other American authors,

such as Thoreau, Emerson, and Whitman, Kingsolver chooses to
rely on the natural world to provide a medium for self
reflection and self-development; in addition, this world
enables individuals to guide themselves through new
experiences and developments.

Through Taylor's understanding

of certain plants' growth in seemingly hopeless situations
and their interdependence on other elements, she, too,
eventually sees her connections to those around her.

Also,

the animal world predicts and reflects reactions to behaviors
and beliefs in both novels.

Birds, the most commonly used

animal, often veer from traditional usage, allowing
Kingsolver to portray and emphasize emotions, behavior, and
irony.
By the end of both novels, Kingsolver clearly a9cepts
and advocates the changes that the evolving American family
has undergone.

No longer are parents and children caught in

the "Leave It to Beaver" mentality of the Fifties, but they
are constantly moving and changing roles in a prescribed

framework that makes defining them difficult.
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